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postman always rings twice? 
Assistant Glenn Hughes, a junior business education major, puts a flyer into a students mailbox in 
all on Sunday afternoon, prior to the students returning from Spring break. 
Plant· questions 
Blair Hall stability . i By CHRIS SEPER three e nf ineers that  are 
Adm i n i strat ion editor e m p l oyed by  E astern , "  one  
The discovery of a sagging 
flo or has h a l ted w ork on a 
$49,000 renovation project in 
Blair Hal l ,  causing an o utside 
engineer to check the areas for 
structural soundness and spark­
ing concern over the physical 
plant. 
W hile constructing interior 
walls and converting classrooms 
into offices on Tuesday, physi­
cal plant workers discovered the 
floor was not level by about two 
and a half  inches , ca using 
Physical Plarit Director Carol 
Strode to call in an outside engi­
neer. 
"It wasn't noticed until they 
began to put the interior walls 
up," Strode said. "It did not set 
level." 
Physical plant foreman Ken 
Coffey said the trouble was dis­
covered in room 2 1 2  when car­
penters putting in dry wall and 2 
X 4 boards noticed the gap in 
the floor. 
"Our major question was why 
wasn't this checked out by our 
anonymous source said . "W hy 
wasn't it checked out before we 
began the job?" 
Physica l Plant engineer Ed 
Adams, when asked about the 
problems at B lair, opted not to 
comment, saying "we always go 
thr o u g h  o n e  pers o n  that's 
(Strode) . "  
Gary Reed, another physical 
plant engineer, when asked, said 
he was not involved with the 
Blair Hall project. 
"They hadn't known (about 
the sag) before, but some people 
felt that they sho uld have ,"  a 
second anonymous source from 
the physical plant said . :·we 
were doing construction when 
this was discovered." 
The second source added that 
in one room 7 5  percent of the 
room was done before the check 
was called for. 
Strode said the sag in the 
floor had been there for awhile 
and the o utside engineer was 
doing a double-check to make 
•Continued on page 2A 
itions due Monday for government elections Police continue investigation of 
Friday shooting 
ay is the deadline for 
petitions for the April 
t Government elections. 
ns Chair Matt Greider 
titions are due at 4 p.m. 
. Petitions became avail­
rch 13 and should be 
to room 20 1 of the 
er King Jr. University 
executive positions must get 1 00 
student signatures and students 
who apply for senate seats need 
25 signatures. 
"All the (Student Government) 
executive positions are available," 
said Brett Gerber, chief of staff. 
The executive positions include 
student body president, executive 
vice president , financial .vice 
president, B oard of Governors 
student trustee and c)lief of staff. 
Gerber said 1 9  seats are open 
in the Student Senate - 1 6  one 
year seats and three one semester 
seats. 
With petitions due at 4 p .m .  
Monday, so  far  only one official 
party, the Pro gress party, has 
emerged for the elections. It is 
headed by B OG student trustee 
Brian Riordan who is running for 
student body president. 
Senate member Amy Jobin , 
who is a member of the Progress 
party, said she is running for 
executive vice president on the 
1 4-member party. 
Apportionment B oard Vice 
Chair Ron Carmona is running 
for financia l vice president , 
Senate member Dana Wulff for 
chief of staff and Senate Speaker 
Tony Wielt for B OG student 
trustee. Jobin said a separate elec­
tion is held for the speaker of the 
senate. 
According to Greider, only one 
position, executive vice president, 
has had more than one student 
apply for the same position. 
Greider said although it doesn't 
seem like an other party w i l l  
appear, he wouldn't rule it out. 
y's Place and Burrito Heaven become two in one 
day , Eastern students 
eston residents will find 
arleston's Chicago-ori­
urants at one location. 
's Place, 405A Lincoln 
d B urrito Heaven, for-
615 Monroe Ave. ,  have 
and are now located at 
Place located in the 
Village. Even though 
Iishments are keeping 
dividual names, Joey's 
er Damon Teverbaugh 
y's Place and B urri to 
i s  now one business. 
t makes a lot of sense," 
ugh said. "We compete 
of the same students, and 
that since both our menus 
go-oriented they would 
ether." 
B oth  Joey's and B urrito 
Heaven officially opened Sunday 
and will be open Monday, 
Wednesday and Sunday until 1 1  
p .m.  and Tuesday, Thursday, 
Friday and Saturday until 2 a.m. 
T he business opens at 1 1  a .m.  
everyday. 
B oth Teverbaugh and Burrito 
Heaven's owner Scott Smith had 
talked about merging for quite 
sometime, but made the decision 
a few weeks ago to "just do it," 
Smith said. 
Smith said the move occurred 
over Eastern 's spring break and 
went smoothly. 
"Really, Damon has everything 
to make the food here, we j ust 
took my recipes," Smith said. "I 
use tomatoes, he uses tomatoes. I 
use lettuce, he uses lettuce." 
"We've intergrated everything 
into the space we (Joey's) have 
right now," Teverbaugh said. 
To order food from Joey's or 
Burrito Heaven, the customer can 
ca l l  either 3 4 5 - 24 6 6  or 345 -
HEVN. 
Currently both Teverbaugh and 
Smith are still discussing ways to 
work out running both business, 
but said so far they "don't see any 
major problems." 
"It will take some time to get it 
the way we want it," Teverbaugh 
said. 
Teverbaugh said a really good 
reason for the merger was to 
bring in both local residents and 
col lege students into the same 
location. 
"Scott was doing really good 
business with the townspeople, 
and I do good business with the 
college students ,"  Teverbaugh 
said. "By putting them together 
we could bring in more people."  
Even though B urrito Heaven 
has moved from the square into 
University Village,  the space at 
6 1 5  Monroe Ave. won't remain 
vacant for long. Both Teverbaugh 
and Smith plan to start a sports 
bar and grill in that spot and hope 
to open it by this weekend. 
"It was a good thing to do with 
that location up there , "  Tever­
baugh said, adding he and Smith 
have decided to ca l l  the new 
restaurant the B .H. (B urrito 
Heaven) North Sports Bar and 
Grill. "There isn't a sports bar in 
town here , but there's a lot of 
everything else. We thought we 
could create a market for that." 
Both Teverbaugh and Smith are 
still working out the details for 
the bar and grill such as the menu 
and business hours. Teverbaugh 
said it just depends on how things 
are running along. 
Charleston police are con­
tinuing an investigation into a 
shoQting F�iday evening- �.t 
White Hen Pantry, _z1fo 
Lincoln Ave. .,_ 
.A 21-year;;-fild Ch.at test.on 
wom�:n ·was ar ested early 
: Saturday momm� at;:� %?n­
: ve.nienee &to:re f:o_!lQ:Wirr.& a 
domestic dispute.in which a . ,, "' ., ._.,,_.,,, firearm was-allegedly d;is�-
charg�d. accor.dtng to'"" a, 
cb.arlesmn,.Pdtfoe Depa -. :p&isl�ea ';,,,,, 
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Tax returns offer something new 
By MICHELLE BOWMAN 
Staff writer 
Taxpayers will have a unique 
opportunity this year to support 
alcohol and substance abuse pre­
vention by filling in an extra box on 
their tax return. 
By filling in a dollar amount on 
line 15j ,  the Voluntary Contribution 
Section of the IL- 1 04 0  Illinois 
Individual Income Tax Return , 
individuals can contribute money to 
the Illinois Department of Alcohol 
and Substance Abuse. 
The money contributed to the 
Illinois Department of Alcohol and 
Substance Abuse will go towards 
community groups that are able to 
apply for youth drug abuse pro­
gram grants. 
The tax program is a welcome 
sight to currently funded grant pro­
grams, as Sandy Beaumont of the 
Central East Alcoholism and Drug 
C ouncil's In Touch office in 
Mattoon said "any amount of 
money will help". 
Organizations wil l  have an 
opportunity to access the funds to 
help with programs already in 
progress and help the effort to start 
new ones. 
Civil service names award recipient 
By CASSIE SIMPSON 
Cam pus editor -
bag as part of her honor. 
The selection committee for the Civil Service 
Employee of the Month named Betty Jane Hall as 
the February 199 2 recipient of the award. 
Every month the selection committee chooses a 
civil service employee from the nominations that 
are sent in from any faculty or staff member. 
Hall ,  a secretary in the Counseling Center, has 
been employed at Eastern since 1973. 
The faculty or staff member fills out a form and 
returns it t o  t h e  c o m mittee  at the  H u m an 
Resources Office, 204 Old Main. 
"She performs her job very efficiently and very 
courteously," said Linda Moore, director of per­
sonnel services. 
Moore said Hal l  wil l  receive the traditional 
photograph, a certificate, balloons and a goodie 
"The committee screens the nominations and 
selects an employee for the award," Moore said. 
"Whether it is a secretary, a gardner or an accoun­
tant , if anyone has done an exceptional job, they 
can be nominated."  
FROM PAGE ONE 
Plant questions 
• From page one 
sure the floor is sound. 
"We're just checking," Strode 
said. " (The sag) has been there 
for years but were just checking if 
it will be sound. We don't have 
any reason to believe it won't."  
Although Strode did not know 
the exact name of the company 
the university was using, she did 
say the company has been used 
before. 
The outside engineer came last 
week, Strode said, and will have 
the results later in the week. 
"A major thing that we have a 
problem with is that they pay 
three engineers and have had to 
- bring in an outside engineering 
firm," the first source said. "We 
have a problem paying that kind 
of salary (approximately $50,000 
each ) .  It's kind of an added 
expense, and it's better to hire an 
- outside engineering firm and not 
have one on campus." 
Coffey said action was taken 
when the workers realized the 
walls were not level. 
"We knew the floor did have a 
little bit of a sag," Coffey said. 
"We weren't aware of it being a 
bad sag.  It wasn't able to level 
across. When we found that out I 
had my guys stop on our con­
struction." 
Coffey said he then informed 
Strode of the problem, suggesting 
a couple of temporary solutions. 
After Strode, Adams and physical 
plant worker Debbie B lack sur­
veyed the area , Coffey said he 
was informed an outside engineer 
would be informed of the prob­
lem. 
"It didn't set good with me," he 
said. 
Although results of the struc­
ture test are still unknown, Strode 
said problematic results could 
cause anything from furniture 
WELCOME BACK ·JI' l�S EIU STUDENTS! Mi. 
IKE'S $325 � 
Horseshoe LITTJ.£ 
Chicken or Hamburgerf:IMPUS 
o!n� Eastern News 
rearrangement to added construc­
tion. 
"We would find a way to make 
it structurally sound (if there is a 
problem ) , "  Strode said . "This 
may have been like this because 
it's a classroom, we just have to 
check to make sure. 
"It would just depend (on what 
happened) ,"  she added. "If any­
thing, file cabinets may - need to 
be placed around the edge of the 
floor.''. . . 
The cost of the structural check 
"was categoriz'et! by Strode,'as 
"minimal ." 
The second anonymous source 
said he had heard that Strode was 
attempting to "keep all this quiet" 
concerning the problems in Blair. 
"That's what's caused two­
thirds of  the problem (at the phys­
ic a l  plant)  - keeping a l l  this 
quiet ," the source said. "There's 
nothing wrong with people know-
ing the truth." 
Share Your 
Memories! 
i 
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acuity elections 
raw 273 voters 
than 50 percent of eligible 
voted in the faculty elec­
Thursday, March 1 9, with the 
1 results being released at 
y's Faculty Senate meeting. 
total of 273 eligible faculty 
in the semesterly elections 
ing senate appointments, 
·ons on the Council of 
·c Affairs as well as other 
·uees and questions about 
'versity. 
e Faculty Senate approves 
the results,"Bill .Addison, 
member in charge of elec­
said. "It's basically just a 
'ty. Until the faculty senate 
es the results of the elec­
really doesn't become offi-
ct number of voters were 
· able on Friday, March 20, 
re tabulated during spring 
Faculty Senate meeting to 
ve the members is 2 p .m .  
ay at the B OG Room in  
Library. 
Senate approval was labeled as 
a procedural thing by Addison and 
he doubted that any of the mem­
bers elected would be turned down 
by the committee. To his knowl­
edge, no candidate that was elected 
had ever been turned down by the 
senate. 
Although 60 percent of eligible 
faculty took part in last semester 's 
faculty election - which included a 
vote concerning confidence in 
President Stan Rives - Addison 
said the approximate 52 percent 
that did turnout this semester was 
still "pretty good." 
"The elections were a little bit 
different (last time)," Addison 
said. "That was a special case." 
Addison also noted that voters 
this time had to go to the polls and 
vote, unlike the past election 
where the faculty was able to vote 
from their homes. 
"It was a lot easier for people, 
and we had a better turnout," he 
said. "People who have to vote are 
less likely to vote if they have to 
go somewhere and vote in per­
son." 
dvisory committee cites 
arch criteria on Monday 
stem's Presidential Search 
· ry Committee will discuss 
criteria for presidential candi­
at their Monday meeting, 
&wing a meeting they had 
h Board of Governors 
ncello r  Thomas Layzell 
h 23. 
e committee's meeting last 
nd ay had members voicing 
cerns and asking Layzell 
lions about the search pro­
s, according to David 
nter, chair of the commit-
onday's meeting will be at 
p.m. in the BOG Room of 
Library. Due to guidelines 
· ed in the Open Meetings 
the search committee meet­
closed to the public. 
embers will be) talking 
t the s uggested qualifica­
' experience, background 
har-acter traits," Carpenter 
sp-eaking about the upcom­
g. 
members of the search 
·nee put together lists of 
st important qualifications 
the president, w hich 
ter said he combined into 
long list. 
"It'll be a long list that will be 
widdled down by the committee 
to the most important specifics," 
he said. 
In a two and a half hour dis­
cussion with Layzell, Carpenter 
9escribed his meeting with the 'committee as a "foi;tl}right ex­
ch�ange of ideas -an.d .. concerns" 
assuring the members that "a 
strong president for Eastern is a 
strong president for the (Board of 
Governors)." 
According to Carpenter, Lay­
zell said the opinion that he 
wants a puppet at Eastern is 
"ridicu-lous" and Layzell said he 
does not intend to manage 
Eastern from the BOG's 
Springfield office. 
"(Layzell) made it clear that 
trust works two ways," Carpenter 
said, "and he will work with the 
committee as much as the com­
mittee desires, to assure the com­
mittee members and its c on­
stituents that the search is one 
that can be believed in and trust­
ed." 
All changes and modifications 
suggested by the committee will 
also be taken under consideration 
by Layzell, Carpenter added. 
Layzell was unavailable for 
comment Sunday concerning the 
meeting. 
DAN KOONCE/Photo editor 
Driving for the- bucket 
Charleston resident David Joines Sr. and his son David Joines Jr. from Indianapolis play basketball Sunday 
afternoon on the basketball courts behind Carman Hall. 
Proposed loan gains momentum 
By CHRIS SUNDHEIM 
City editor 
A "universal" federal student 
loan proposal co-sponsored by 
Sen. Paul Simon, D-Ill., contin­
ues to gain momentum on Cap­
itol Hill despite a veto by Pres­
ident Bush as part of the middle­
income tax cut package. 
The proposal, termed Income 
Dependent Education Assi s ­
tance, may g o  t o  a conference 
co.rnmittee as early as this week 
when education committees 
from both chambers meet  to  
compromise  on the Higher  
Education Act. 
David Carle, a Simon spokes­
man, said Simon voted against 
several of the nearly 1 2  amend­
ments to the bill but supported 
the final  tax cut  package to 
which his plan was attached. 
Carle said despite the White 
House veto, the federal student 
aid plan gained substantial str­
ength by its ·senate passage. 
"It was clear that it (the tax 
cut bill) would be vetoed," Carle 
said. "Our aim was to get it past 
the Senate."  
The House passed its version 
o f  the Higher Education Act 
Thursday following the Senate's 
approval o f  its o w n  b i l l  last 
month. 
The loan program, if app­
roved, would eventually offer 
Paul Simon 
maximum annual loans o f  
$ 5,000 t o  any undergraduate and 
$ 1 5 ,000 to any graduate student. 
The loans, administered through 
the U.S.  Department of Edu­
cation and local financial aid 
offices, would come directly 
from the federal government. 
The House's original draft of 
the Higher Education Act incl­
uded the direct lending feature 
but not an income-contingent 
repayment plan, as supported in 
the Senate. 
Under that plan, the amount 
of students' monthly payments 
would hinge on their monthly 
income . Simon's pj.an calls for 
repayment through the Internal 
Revenue Service. 
Carl� said the direct lending 
portion of the proposal remains 
the "hottest topic," but cal led 
the addition of the income-con­
tingent feature of the House bill 
"a step forward."  
"(The compromise) will con­
cern the scope of the program," 
he said . "The whole issue is 
really still open." 
Unlike its Senate counterpart, 
the $ 5 00 million House bill is 
not planned to replace other cur­
rent federal loan programs, like 
the Stafford loan. 
How ever, Simon's plan is 
aimed at ultimately replacing 
the Stafford loan and others. 
Even if IDEA legislation is 
passed by Congress and ap­
proved by President Bush, both 
proposals only start a four-year 
trial period with 500 universities. 
The 5 0 0  schools would be 
selected by Secretary of 
Education Sam Skinner to repre­
sent a realistic cross-section of 
American higher eduction. 
After that period, Congress 
could decide whether or not to 
continue and expand the loans . 
The Senate's IDEA proposal 
now under debate is a modified 
version of a bill Simon co-spon­
sored with Sen . Dave Duren­
b u rger, R - Minn . Sen. B il l  
Bradley, D-N.J.,  has also con­
tributed to its latest changes . 
siness Development Center offers workShOpS: 
stern 's Business Deve l o p ment 
will offer six evening workshops 
·1 for anyone interested in increas­
omputer, business relations and 
s supervision skills. 
ording to Allen Messenger, direc­
f regional b usiness services, the 
ops are based on research and cer­
'lls local businesses want employ­
have in order to better compete 
st other businesses. 
workshops are aimed at business­
all sizes and people who want to 
or learn certain skills in the busi­
field . 
ese workshops are designed to help 
esse s in the area compete more 
·vely ·and to help- i'ndividuals polish 
and build useful sk-ills for their fields," 
he said. 
The w orkshops' series begins with 
"Intermediate WordPerfect 5.  l" held on 
April 7 and 8. Messenger said this is an 
advanced course open to individuals who 
have know ledge in WordPerfect and 
desire advanced skills. 
This workshop wil l  c oncentrate on 
such aspects of WordPerfect as outlining 
and integrating graphics, Messenger 
added. 
On April 8 and 9 ,  the workshop "Suc­
cessful Selling" is offered . Messenger 
said this i� an advanced and intense 
course in sel ling skills .  He added this 
workshop teaches a "low-key" and "no 
pressure" approach to selling . 
Another workshop, "Improve Your 
PerSO!Jal Leadership Skills," is also held 
April 9. This course focuses on problem 
solving and learning leadership behavior 
that will reflect positively on the employ­
ees, Messenger said . The leadership 
course also provides participants with 
ways to become better organized and 
improve motivational qualities. 
A workshop dealing with improving 
business writing skills is held on April 1 5  
and 1 6 . 
Messenger said participants in this 
workshop learn to write with a focus on 
the reader. He added the course helps stu­
dents express their ideas effectively 
through memos, letters and reports. 
Two separate workshops, "Advanced 
Supervision" and "Intermediate Lotus 1 -
2 - 3," i s  held on Apri l  2 1  and 2 3, 
Messenger said. 
"Advanced Supervision" is designed 
for managers or supervisors who have 
previous experience in management but 
want to structure their skills to do a more 
productive job, Messenger said. 
The " Intermediate Lotus 1 - 2- 3 "  is  
aimed at those who have completed an 
introductory course in Lotus 1- 2-3 and 
want to learn more advanced features of 
· the computer system, Messenger said. He 
added t h e  c o urse inc l udes hands-on  
learning of functions such as  combining 
worksheets and advanced graphics. 
Messenger said the fee for the work­
shops is $ 65 for one three hour workshop 
or $90 for a six hour workshop. He added 
the fees should be received no later than 
five days prior to the workshop and any­
one needing information should contact 
Messenger at 58 1 -29 1 3 . 
"We've had pretty good success in the 
past," Messenger said. "These workshops 
really help individuals polish and build 
the business skills they need."  
o!�; Eastern News Bo po the clown for president 
OPINION 
Bopo for president! 
W h e n  a pre s s  release, 
. including pamphlets and but­
tons came in to The -Dally 
Eastern News, I didn't think I'd 
seriously vote for a clown for 
president. Not only a clown, 
but a cartoon clown. He's not 
own politicians. We must also realize that in 
of our elected officials, America has the abll 
overcome the most dire economic conditions. 
If the great United States can stop worl 
aggression and throw an entire army ou 
nation thousands of miles away, it seems e 
plausible that we should be able to th ro 
recession demon right off our own backs. 
even real. 
But he's got my vote. . .; ··i 
After reading the pamphlet 
sent to us, I realized Bopo had 
some pretty good ideas about 
what a presidency should be all 
Jamie 
Riley 
Although Bopo doesn't offer any methods 
:; tllng our torrential economy, at least he real! 
time to start taking responsibility instead of page 
Editorials represent the opinion 
of the editorial board. Columns 
are the opinion of the a�thor. 
MONDAY, MARCH 30, 1992 
about. 
Sure, he offered some silly suggestions, like the 
right to have a funny hairstyle, and "the right to be 
incurably loony and hopelessly positive about our­
selves.'" 
But Bopo, the M agic Clown, has a point. How 
can a person lead an entire nation if he can't laugh 
at himself. A president is going to make a lot of 
mistakes in four years (just ask Richard Nixon), and 
he needs to be able to laugh at himself when mis­
takes do occur. The public is going to laugh at him 
enough, he may as well be able to join in. 
Really, if a person is going to overcome mistakes 
and the serious problems that affect a country's 
welfare, he must like himself enough to laugh at 
himself and then move on. 
Bopo also stands in favor of "the right to throw 
We think the Charleston City Council needs rotten casaba watermelons at presidential candi-
dates who evade the issues." Now, who can argue to be prompt in making its decision on the that point. No politician is going to want rotten 
Decision on lake 
island property 
is long overdue 
leases at the lake island. property. watermelon all over his $1,000 suits, so candidates 
Commissioners have wrangled over the may be more likely to actually address the real 
decision since early in the year and, through Issues. Either that, or invest In cheaper suits. 
largely unavoidable delays, have had to put Although I'm not usually in favor of the "mud--slinging" campaigns, the type that usually garners off any binding motions until their .April 7 the most attention and results, Bopo's version of 
meeting. the mud-slinging works. 
The lake island tract is a city-owned subdi- "When elected, I will institute economic pro-
vision of more than 20 lots located on a grams that, unlike my opponents, have some 
Peninsul a in Lake Charleston. Concern resemblance o f  reality," his pamphlet says. Now Bopo has hit on a key issue. He says It's 
recently has regarded what city engineers time to stop blaming foreign politicians for the 
and lake officials fear is sewage leaking from state of our economy. "We should be blaming our 
some of the homes' septic systems.:into�th�I; '" L•:-:r .�· 'J (,1 v'0 '.;[I, o':,J •. J.'lJJ.• 
reservoir and erosion sediment coming off ,,, • 
the island's northern shore. 'r 
The leaking sewage material drains into 
the lake causing ecological problems of low 
oxygen levels and poor taste and odor, 
according to City Engineer Mark Dwiggins. 
Council members have considered a number 
of options aimed at solving the crisis but 
have yet to take any solid action. 
They are now awaiting word from Steve 
Vorris, a part-time city appraiser, on possible 
courses of action with the leases. Discussion 
at the council meetings has centered around 
buying some of the more troublesome leases 
from residents, offering displaced tenants lots 
on another shoreline and ultimately sellin g 
the remaining lots - placing most of the area 
under private ownership. 
'fhe appraisal question is crucial to any 
solution since any council action moving resi­
dents might require the city to purchase 
homes on the lots. Any appraisals must be 
accurate but appraisal bi.ds presented thus far 
range from $17 ,000 to $18,009. Your turn ••• 
blame. 
If only Ron Reagan and George Bush had 
nized the quickest solution, although not the 
pleasant alternative, Is to tackle the proble 
not ignore it. 
The economy is the most important issu 
election. The United States need a leader 
willing to work for the best interest of the 
of the United States - not Kuwait or Israel ol' 
one in Central America. 
Of course, I'm not advocating the United 
cut all foreign aid. Some of the aid we give Is 
ficial. But come on, who can really justify a 
cent budget callback of Illinois universities 
the U.S. is giving the equivalent of over a th 
dollars a week to every Israeli cit izen? I 
believe that Israeli oil is more important t 
education of anyone in the United States. 
Think of it this way. If the United States s 
money it gives to Israel on education, we 
have engineers and scientists to create mo 
nomical, natural and safe ways of getting 
than through oil. 
Since we are all college students, teac 
administrators, education should be quite h 
our list of priorities. 
Bopo probably recognizes this. So if Bill 
or George Bush don't pick up on this, Bopo 
vote. 
And, like Bopo's Campaign Committee Pr 
Chuck the Gnome says, Bopo's a clown 
admits it! "Voters won't have to wait until 
elected to find out." 
Jamie Riley is features editor and a guest 
nlst for The Daily Eastern News. 
Dwiggins told commissioners last month 
that they could require replacement septic 
systems to be installed at leaking sites, link 
the subdivision with the city sewer system or 
construct a small treatment facility for the 
tract. 
It is likely the solution ultimately will be a 
combination of all these proposals. 
The April 7 meeting agenda will also fea­
ture a presentation by Lake Charleston offi­
cials on a lake study done. in conjunction with 
the Environmental Protection Agency's Clean 
Lakes program. The study was to examine 
erosion and other problems at the reservoir. 
Lake Charleston has lost nearly 25 percent of 
its total capacity to erosion in recent years, 
with some of the sediment coming off the 
island. Between the study and the apprais­
er's comment, the council should be able to 
plan a solid course of action and resolve the 
lake island controversy in the coming weeks. 
News headline 
makes wrong 
. . 1mpress1on 
Dear editor: 
We would like to express our dis­
appointment in the choice of head­
line that was used in the March t 7 
article entitled "Peace Meal director 
placed on three month suspension." 
Mr. Strader is NOT on suspension, 
but rather has been placed on proba­
tion, but the conflict between the 
headline and the article left the read-
frustrating to say the least. The nega­
tive reporting has made it easy for 
people to lose focus on Peace Meal's 
purpose, which is to serve senior cit­
izens. In spite of the negative public­
ity and investigations over the past 
few months, Peace Meal has contin­
ued serving its seniors and managed 
to open two new sites. 
intolerable. The problem 
the fact that the last two 
both of Mr. Weaver's party 
made appointments to the 
using the concept of poli 
age. Thus Board members 
rant people with little kn 
what such a board should 
they have created a staff 
by arrogance out of igno 
result is an empire-building 
has no knowledge of ed 
with little interest therein. 
er wondering what Mr. Strader's sta­
tus is. Certainly, probation and sus­
pension do not have the same 
meaning. 
The Peace Meal staff has made 
every effort to cooperate with the 
investigations. The negative report­
ing that Peace Meal has received is 
Jane Johnson 
Kathy Ferguson 
Vkklbby 
Is Weaver's 
bill a bunch 
of hype? 
Dear editor: 
The proposal of Mike Weaver to 
abolish the Board of Governors rais-
es some questions. There is not a 
question that the present situation is 
It is not dear Whether 
serious about the abolition 
board or this is just election 
hype. Equally undear is 
Weaver has the dout and 
skill to achieve the goal. 
There ought to be a 
than burni11g down the 
rid of the rats. If this is the 
to achieve the desired g 
everyone should support 
D 
n the ramp 
SA 
Nominations 
for award 
due Friday 
CASSIE SIMPSON 
Campus editor 
Nominations for the Hobart 
Heller Scholarship are due Friday, 
April 3 in the office of Glenn 
Williams, vice president for student 
affairs, 1 15 Old Main. 
People interested in nominating 
students for the Heller scholarship 
need to pick up a form from Wil­
liams' office and return it by Friday. 
The campus community can nomi­
nate an Eastern student for thct 
scholarship, established in hi::m;r· of 
Heller, who retired in 1967. 
Heller was the first vice president 
for academic affairs at Eastern. 
"Anyone can nominate, but there 
are limits on the qualifications for 
the nominee so that a freshmai.1 isn't 
nominated," Williams said. "They 
need to be in their senior year and 
need to have completed 50 percent 
of their work at Eastern." 
Other criteria include scholar­
ship, responsibility, sense of pur­
pose, growth, service to the univer­
sity communi):y during his/her first 
three years and give promise ser­
vice and leadership. 
, Eli Limacher Sr. helps his son Eli Limacher Jr. , a sophomore political science major, roll his motorcycle off the trailer before parking it 
afternoon in the Thomas Hall parking lot. 
The nominee must be a junior 
preparing to enter his/her senior 
year at Eastern and must stay 
enrolled full-time during that year. ity project will move to second phase Williams said the scholarship was established in 1 968 by a group 
of students who wanted to honor option. Brinkmeyer told the council Heller. 
e Charleston City Council 
final approval Friday to a 
enue through a ravine near the fair­
grounds ·to State Street, or Illinois 
Route 1 30. Work remaining from 
phase one includes paving E Street 
from Harrison Avenue to Madison 
n construction company to Avenue. 
with work on the E Street The second phaSe will construct 
vement project funded pri-�� a '\)dx.: tulvert, ... sirrtilat t6�a bridge, 
by state and federal money. over the Town Branch, a creek run­
. Walker Construction Co. ning through uptown Charleston. It 
'ned the lowest bid for the will also complete the preliminary 
d phase of the project at  dirt work necessar)> to build a street 
,882 and council members across the ravine. 
that figure Friday morn- The third phase will cover the 
special session. culvert and surrounding area. This 
were advertised by the may not be completed until 1996 or 
Department of Transporta- 1997 because the funds come from 
federal and state funds the Federal Highway Administra­
for 75 percent of its bud- tion, and the city only receives an 
city must pay the remain- annual award that alone may not be 
percent. enough to finish the work. 
· phase is the second in a Commissioners also approved a 
procedure to reconstruct resolution Friday that advertises for 
t into a north and south bids on electrical work to be done 
running from Lincoln Av- at the Rotary Community Pool, 906 
Save 50% off 
Retail 
Tuesday, 
March 3 1  
. 0 a.m.-3:00 p.m. 
. -
Moose Lodge· 
615 7th St 
(1/2 block off square) 
15th St, in construction of a new 
mini-golf course, batting cages and 
a clubhouse. 
A resolution rejected at the coun­
cil's regular Tuesday meeting 
called for the bids to be waived in 
favor of awarding the project to 
fwin City Electric of Mattoon 
which completed most of the exist­
ing electrical work for the $30,400 
project. 
In other business last week, the 
Charleston City Council: 
• Passed a resolution allowing 
Vesuvious U.S.A., 955 N. Fifth St., 
to discharge waste effluent from the 
company's plant into the city sewer 
system. 
The waste was previously 
required to be collected in drums 
and taken to a hazardous waste lan­
dfill. Gary Brinkmeyer, superinten­
dent of the waste water treatment 
plant, said Vesuvious approached 
him several months ago about the 
he conducted tests on the treatment "Hobart Heller retir�d Oct. 1 ,  plant's systems at 1 00 times the 
actual concentration of waste to be l967·" Williams said. "I think that 
certain the discharge would not this scholarship was broug.
ht to�eth­
interfere with, tB.eii;�Rl:lrmal -0pera.- �r...,by_ so.rn,e .$uys �?o l�ve4 m a 
tion. : . -:-, .,.-'.'<''•�SJ , .... -�--. ,. J�IJ�.use, �h._er�, th� east parking 
Brinkmeyer added that the reso- lot of �tz �s. now. It was,, the first 
lution calls for a daily discharge of coo�r�tive hvmg quarters. 
1 00 gallons out of the treatment Williams added th�t Heller was 
plant's daily intake of 3 million gal- the Dean of Men and m about 1940 
Ions. agreed to be house father (for the 
"I don't feel at all nervous about men living in the farmhouse). 
accepting this waste," he said. "It's "Heller actually slept there in the 
a small quantity and relatively house and the guys started to really 
innocuous." like him," Williams said. 
Commissioners said they hoped Williams said that when Heller 
to give Vesuvious an economic retired he left Charleston and went 
boost with the move since the cor- back to Pennsylvania where he died 
poration would no longer have to in the mid-70s. After his death, the 
pay to ship its waste elsewhere. men who lived in the farmhouse got 
• Passed a resolution protesting together and wanted to do some­
the state's reduction of motor fuel thing special for Heller. They con­
tax allocations used to maintain tacted Williams to establish a schol-
city streets. arship in his honor. 
BOARD OF GOVERNORS 
MINORITY INTERNSHIP PROGRAM 
] Gain Administrative Management experience for 12. hours of 
academic credit 
] Opportunity to work with top government and business 
officials 
] Open to all majors 
] Good oral and written communication skills required 
] Must be a junior or senior with minimum 2. 75 cumulative GPA 
] Graduate students must have a 3.25 cumulative GPA 
] Must be enrolled full-time at time of application 
] Paid internships are available Fall I Spring semesters 1992-93 
APPLICATION DEADLINE DATE: APRIL 16, 1992 
Application Forms Are Available from: Johnetta Jones 
Director Minority Affairs 
111 Blair Hall 
Phone: 581-6690 
. 
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Bi l l  C l i nton acknowledges 
h is past marijuana usage 
NEW YORK (AP) - Demo­
cratic presidential front-runner 
Bill Clinton acknowledged for 
the first time Sunday experi­
menting with marijuana "a time 
or tw9" while attending Oxford 
University as a Rhodes Scholar 
more than 20 years ago. 
· Former California Gov. Jerry 
Brown ,  C l in to n ' s  lone  ch a l - . 
lenger  for the nominati o n ,  
responded "No"  w h e n  asked 
during a television appearance 
with  Cl inton whether he has  
ever violated drug laws. 
"Why don ' t  you lay off this 
stuff," Brown adoed: "What you 
did 20 years ago is not rele­
vant."  Over the last two years, 
Clinton has been asked numer­
ous times whether he ever used 
drugs. He elaborately avoided a 
direct answer, saying he never 
violated state or federal laws. 
On Sunday, a reporter noted 
how he told the New York Daily 
News he never v io lated "the 
laws of my country" and asked 
if he ever violated international 
drug laws. 
"When I was in  England I 
experimented with marijuana a 
time or two and didn 't  like it," 
the Arkansas governor said. "I 
didn 't inhale and I didn 't  try it 
again . "  Clinton was at Oxford 
from 1968 to 1970. 
In the last presidential cam­
paign ,  Tennessee Sen .  Albert 
Gore Jr. and former Arizona 
Gov. Bruce B abbitt acknowl­
edged smoking marij uana in  
their youth . Other candidates 
denied ever trying the drug. 
Those questions arose in late 
1987  when Douglas Ginsburg 
wi thdrew hi s  S upreme Court 
nomination after disclosing he 
had smoked marijuana with his 
students at Harvard University. 
The d i s c l o s ure s had l i t t le  
impact on the campaign,  but it 
marked the first time the presi­
dential race included people of 
the generation that grew up with 
recreational drug use. 
Later, in an interv iew with 
CBS 's "Up To The Minute" pro­
gram, Clinton said he made the 
.disclosure because "no one had 
ever asked me the direct ques­
tion before . . .  and I really do 
believe that public people really 
do have a right to some priva­
cy." 
Asked if he knew he was  
breaking English law when he 
smoked marijuana, Clinton said, 
"I assumed it was against the 
law, but when we got there they 
told us that as long as we did it 
inside our apartments or what­
ever nobody would hassle us . . . .  
But I was not into that." 
POST SPRING BREAK PARTY AT 
THI RST-¥'S 
SUPER DRAFTS . . . . .  75¢ 
ALL 
· LONGNECKS . . . . . . . . . .  75¢ . 
$2 � 1 /2 GALLON PITCHERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  · 
COME DOWN TO SHOW OFF YOUR TAN 
LADIES IN MINI SKIRTS GET IN FREE! 
.. 
•• 
J I MMY 
JOH N'S® 
SUBS 
DELIVER 
DA I L Y  
11 AM·2PM 
4PM·2AM 
345- 1 075 
YOUR MOM WAllTI YOU TO •AT AT .. MMY .IOHN .. 
c J1mmy John1, 1nc. 19ae 
$1 .00 
Long 
CH I NA· 88 
re-opened & remodeled 
TH E B EST 
CHIN ES·E FOOD 
IN  TOWN ! 
W E E KDAY D I NN E R  
· SP ECIAL 
TRY OUR WEEKEND 
SEAFOOD BUFFET 
Different entrees 
everyday on 
LUNCH B U FFET 
1 1 40 L I N COLN 
348- 1 232 
�( 
i,t 
Lincolnwood Pinetr 
Apartments 
ACROSS FROM CARMAN HALL 
NOW AVAI LABLE FOR 
S U M M E R  & FALL 
D 9 Month Lease Ill 24 Hour Mai ntenan 
Dstudio 1 ,2 & 3 Bedroom Ill Central Air Conditio 
D Completely Furnished Ill 5 M i n ute Walk to 
D Free Parking Campus 
E! Swi m m i ng Pool & Ill Laundry Facilities 
Sun Deck Ill C I PS 
OF FICE OPEN DA I LY 9 to_ 
SATU R DAY 1 O to 2 , 
MAKE YOU R  APPOI NTM ENT NOW, 
Cal l 
345-6000 
or  stop by 22 1 9 S .  9th St . # 1 7 
NOW RENTING,  LUXU RY UNITS FOR 3-4 
*COMFORT . . .  Ful ly Furnished , large bedrooms, spacious 
closets , central ale 
*CONVEN IENCE . . .  1 /2 block to Rec Center, 1 12 block to Ti 
Bel l ,  Mc Donalds , Long Johns ,  on-site laundry 
*CQSI�.Ef;FICI ENJiui -..::.,.A/C. tteat,,.el@ctcic. w(!ter included 
SHQWI NG BY "' : .. 1 .. .... 1 ., ...., .... , .. o ' ' ': • ,, � � : r..; t· ./"T �JP• 1 l ;ir: 1 ;•1y·�·· .. _ ·  . APPO INTMENT Ort!u�21 ONLY � i"- ,. 
WOOD REAL ESTATE 
- - Monday, March 30, 1 992 7A 
ge to g ive Weaver 
n for h is money 
a solid sweep of the pri­
on March 17, state Rep. 
ver, R-Ashmore, may 
gher-than-anticipated 
come November in his 
the l06th District seat 
·c challenger Carolyn 
ge of Paris ,  who ran 
in the primary, received 
- only q 1 1  less than 
said Friday she wasn 't 
the final vote tallies. 
{the election figures) is 
the race," she said. "I'm 
I feel l can win." 
some of her support in 
may have come from 
s voicing discontent 
by voting for her or 
Republican opponent, 
ll of West York. 
, Weaver said Friday he 
any contest for granted. 
y who is familiar with 
ooks at the numbers," 
· "I  don't take anybody 
attributed part of 
success to the low voter 
· ted at about 32 per­
·san crossover votes. 
hard to draw concrete 
(from those low fig­
said. 
be anticipates 50 percent 
turnout in the general 
· g that more cast bal­
clearly define the race. 
are only two ways to run 
or lose," Weaver said. 
t the district, Weaver 
1 votes, Hodge 7 ,450 
ll l ,687. Hodge edged 
in Vennilion County 
otes and carried Clark 
400 votes. 
saw the most support in 
with 4,827 votes, fol-
lowed by Edgar County returns 
with 2,097 votes. Hodge received 
3 ,640 votes in Coles County and 
1 ,492 votes in Edgar County. 
Hodge declared her candidacy in 
early November and has based her 
campaign on the "forgotten" middle 
class. 
· 
Both candidates agree on the 
importance of resolving Illinois' 
current budget crisis, particularly 
where education is concerned. 
"The leadership in Springfield 
has caused the current budget cri­
sis," Hodge said. "Maybe it's time 
for a few new faces there." 
Weaver said educational funding 
ranks near the top of his worlc and 
campaign agenda. He added his bill 
to eliminate the . Board of Gover­
nors and the Board of Regents 
demonstrates his commitment to 
streamlining the state's budget 
"I think (the BOO bill) is indica­
tive of what I'm trying to do - to 
get rid of the bureaucracy," he said. 
Weaver said he finds Hodge's bid 
"interesting" but contends her cam­
paign contains few solid issues. 
Hodge charged that while 
Weaver has touted himself as an 
"education legislator" he has not 
done all he could to further Illinois 
school s .  She said Weaver has 
increased the education budget but 
not at a level that keeps pace with 
the economy and rising costs. 
Hodge said she plans to continue 
her campaign unabated through the 
summer. 
"We have a relatively strong 
organization, and we' ll be aggres­
sively campaigning and taking our 
message to the voters - every single 
one," she said. 
Weaver is headed back to 
, Springfield > early next week· to- fur­
ther attend to budget matters and 
said he will likely spend weekends 
back in the district campaigning 
and talking with constituents. 
�FREE 'Delivery 
BURRITO 
HEAVEN 
79( 
BEEF TACOS EVERY 
SUNDAY &. MONDAY 
Celebrate 
1 0 Years of 
Business! 
Come Sign Up 
For the 
Celebration 
� ...., Giveaways· ' 
' I \.- -, /.. \ J' ,,.,.-. t ._t _,,,, , 
• Trip for 2 
to New Orleans 
• Sony Color T. V. 
Get your Spring Break 
Pictures Developed Here ! 
FILM PROCESSING 
·SALE ! 
1 2  
Exp. 
Rol l  
$299 1 5  Exp. 
Disc 
$399 
rt Tou rney at Jerry's 
Every Satu rday 1 :00 p . m .  
Much, Much 
More 
Drawing to be held 
Wed. Evening 
April 1 g  
Over Night Service 
Double Prints 
Token Bonus: 
1 free 5x7 picture w/ every 
rol l  ( $1 .85 value ) 
Sale ends Thursday, 
April  2nd 
Save When You 
Get Your  Pictures 
Developed Here at $5 e ntry fee per team 
Cash Prizes 
G iveaways ! 
NIGHT 
5¢ 
vertise in 
he Daily 
stern News 
Kitchen Hours 
Front Disc Brakes Lube, Oil 
includes $4799 Filter Change $1422 resurfacing rotors & Labor and Wash & 
Metallic Pads extra Wax 
Exp . 4/6/92 Most Cars 
Exp. 4/6/92 
Air Conditiorter 
Recharge 
$15�2r Only 
Exp. 4/6/92 
Spe cial r> isce>-u.rit fe>r EILJ St-u. clents 
Fre e Irispe ctie>ris 
4 Wheel Alignment 
Recommended $4499 
For Front Wheel i:;:r 
Drive Cars 
Exp. 4/6/92 
Rotate & Balance 4 Tires 
Recommended 
6-8,000 Miles $1 999 
Exp . 4/6/92 
Front End Alignment 
Recommended $2699 for Rear Wheel ;:;:r 
Drive Cars 
Exp . 4/6/92 
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THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS 
"My Secretary" Resume Service. 
N ew l ocat i o n . For appo i n t m e n t  
call 345-1 1 50 .  
__________5/1 
The Daily Eastern News 
cannot be respo nsib le fo r 
more than one day s incor­
rect insertion. Report errors 
immediately at 58 1 -28 1 2 . 
A corrected ad will  appear 
in  the next edition. 
R E S U M E S .  LAS E R  TY P E  S ET- · 
T I N G S .  O N E  STOP S H O P .  403 
LA K E LA N D  B L V D .  MATTOO N .  
2 1 7-258-8026. 
All classified advertising 
m u s t  m e e t  t h e  2 p . m .  
dead l i n e  to appear i n  the 
next day's publication. Any 
ads processed after 2 p.m.  
wi l l  be published in .the fol­
l ow i ng d ay s ·,n.ew s p a p e r .  
A d s  can n o t  b e  ca n c e l e d  
after the 2 p . m .  deadline. 
Class i fied ads must be 
p a i d  i n  a d va n c e .  O n l y  
accounts with establ i shed 
credit may be bil led .  
A l l  Advertising submit­
ted to The Daily Eas tern 
News is subject to approval 
and may be revised , reject­
ed, or canceled at any time. , 
The Daily Eastern News 
assumes no l i a b i l i ty i f  for 
any reason it becomes nec­
essary to omit an advertise­
ment. 
DIRECTORY 
SERVICES OmRED 
TRAVEL 
TRAINING/ScHOOLS 
HELP WANTED 
WANTED 
Aool'nON 
RIDES/RIDERS 
ROOMMATES 
FOR RENT 
FOR SALE 
LOST &. FOUND 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
F R E E  Motorcycl e  r ider program 
avai lable in  Charleston .  Learn to 
ride or tune up you r  r iding ski l l s .  
20-hour  course .  Motorcycle and 
helmet provided . Cal l  1 -800-252-
3348 to register Monday-Friday, 
9-1 1 :30 a.m. or 1 -3 p . m .  
$40 ,000/y r !  R EA D  BOOKS and 
TV S c r i p t s . F i l l  o u r  s i m p l e  
" l i k e /d o n ' t  l i k e "  f o r m . E A S Y !  
F u n ,  r e l a x i n g  a t  h o m e ,  b e ac h ,  
v a c a t i o n s .  G u a r a n t e e d  p a y ­
check.  F R E E  24 H o u r  Record­
i n g  8 0 1 - 3 7 9 - 2 9 2 5  C o p y r i g h t  
# I L  1 4K E B .  
__________ 4/1 6 
A L A S K A  S U M M E R  E M P L O Y ­
M E N T f i s h e r i e s .  E a r n  
$5, 000+/month . Free transporta­
tio n !  Room & Board ! Over 8,000 
openings. No experience n eces­
s a r y .  M A L E  o r  F E M A L E .  F o r  
employment program call Student 
E m ployment Services at 1 -206-
545-41 55 ext. 1 558 . 
�---------4/24 
$ 2 2 7 . 5 0 !  S E L L 5 0  O U T RA ­
G E O U S  C O L L E G E T - S H I RTS 
AND MAKE $227.50. AVERAGE 
S E L L  T I M E=2-6 H O U R S .  YOU 
C H O O S E  F R O M  7 D E S I G N S .  
N O  F I NANCIAL OBLIGATION. A 
R I S K  F R E E  P R O G R A M  
D E S I G N E D  F O R  ST U D E N T S .  
S M A L L E R - LA R G E R  Q U A N T I ­
T I ES AVA I L A B L E .  C A L L  TAY­
LOR 1 9. 1 -800-659-6890. 
__________4/1 0  
The [a N Daily stern ews 
CLASSIFIED Ao FORM 
Name: ________________ _ 
Address : ______________ _ 
Phone: Students D Yes D No 
Dates to run------------�
Ad to read: 
Under Class ification of: ____________ _ 
Exp iration code (off ice use on ly) _________ _ 
Person accepting ad _____ Compos itor ____ _ 
no.  words/days ______ Amount d u e :$ ____ _ 
Payment : O Cash O Check O Credit 
Check n u m be r  
20 cents p e r  word fi rst d a y  a d  runs .  1 4  cents p e r  word each consecutive day 
thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first day. 10 cents per word 
each consecutive day. 15 word min imum. Student ads must be paid in  advance. 
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS 
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered l ibelous 
or in  bad taste.  
.,, I 
! 
Sales Professionals .  Seeking self 
mot i vated creat ive person w h o  
loves p e o p l e  a n d  can express  
enthusias m .  No experience nec­
essary. Just a strong desire to l is­
ten ,  learn , and turn hard work into 
hard cash .  Part-time,  fu l l -t ime and 
leadersh ip ,  positions avai lable.  1 -
867-2643 . 
__________4/3 
L o o k i n g  f o r  a G r e a t  S u m m e r  
Job? FLO R I DA JOB O P PORTU­
N I TY R E P O R T .  A D i rectory of 
Hosp ita l i ty  I n d u stry e m p loyers , 
j o b  d e s c r i p t i o n s ,  w ag e s ,  a n d  
housing . Lists Attractions,  Resort 
H o te l s ,  C r u i s e  S h i p s ,  S u m m e r  
Camps, and more ! For your  copy 
s e n d  $ 8 . 9 5  to C A R E E R  
R E S E A R C H  G RO U P ,  7226 W .  
Colonial  Dr .  S u ite 249, Orlando, 
FL 3281 B .  
_____ ca3/30 4/1 ,3 ,6 ,8 ,  1 O 
S U M M E R  J O B S - C h a r l e s t o n  
R e c r e a t i o n  D e p t .  i s  accept i n g  
appl ications for the fol lowing posi­
tions :  Day Camp Counselor, Ath­
letic Supervisor,  Baton/Pam-pan 
instructor, and Gymnastic instruc­
tor. Apply at 520 Jackson St. , 2nd 
floor. 
__________ .3/3 1 
CAR E E R  O P PORT U N ITY: M u lti­
b i l l i o n  d o l l a r  corporat ion needs 
prom otab l e  p eo p l e .  Reward i n g  
career.  Rapid advancement,  pay 
raises,  ret irement plan & bonus­
e s .  C o m p l ete trai n i n g .  Apply at  
S h e l b y v i l l e  R o o m ,  E I U  U n i o n ,  
Tues. March 3 1  at 6:30 p .m.  Ask 
for M a rket ing & M a n a g e m e n t  
Corp. o f  America. E.O. E .  
__________3/3 1 
Summer Jobs: Earn $5-8/hr with 
Triple "A" Student Painters . Posi­
t i o n s  a v a i l a b l e  t h r o u g h o u t  
Ch icagoland a n d  all other major 
cities in I l l inois/Wisconsin . Call 1 -
800-869-9346 today. 
__________5/1 
Whether you're buying or sel l ing, 
renti n g  or leas ing . . .  The D a i l y  
Eastern classified a d s  c a n  work 
for y o u . C a l l  5 8 1 - 2 8 1 2 .  N o w  
accepting Visa & Mastercard . 
_________ha-00 
C A S H  F o r  G o l d - D i a m o n d s ­
G u n s - T V - V C R s - MOST ANY­
T H I N G  of val u e .  NOW S U Y I N G  
A N D  S E L L I N G  N E W & U S E D  
C O M P U T E R S ,  P R I N T E R S ,  
S O F T WA R E  ( I B M  C O M P A T .  
O N LY ) .  H i g h e s t  p r i c e s  payed . 
U PTOWN on Square- west side. 
348- 1 0 1 1 Pawn Shop. 
Lovi n g ,  energetic couple happi ly  
married 10 years, long to adopt a 
b a b y .  A d o r i n g  g r a n d p a r e n t s , 
n ieces & nephews wait with us to 
welcome a ch i ld  into our  fam i ly .  
Together we can help each other. 
Cal l  Lynne & George collect (3 1 2) 
775-7804. 
N e e d  2 g i r l s  to s h are  B r i t tany 
R i d g e  a p a rt m e n t  9 2 - 9 3 . C a l l  
Christa o r  Lisa 345-7222. 
���-�-----4/1 Needed : male subleasor for sum-
mer,  own room in nice 2 bedroom 
apt. 345-3866. 
A P A RT M E NT R E NTALS S U M ­
M E R  A N D  FALL_- P H O N E  348-
7746. 
,...,-- --,---,---,--,-,-.,-,---,--'5/1 N ow rent ing for fa l l -2 bedroom 
furn ished apartments.  McArthur. 
Manor. 9 1 3-91 7 4th St. 345-223 1 .  
__________5/1 
Ratts U niversity Drive townhous­
es. 2 bedroom s .  2 or 3 peopl e .  
C a l l  345-6 1 1 5 . 
5/1 .,...1 -,-LA�RG=E_,..H,...,o'"""u,...,s�E�S
-
O�N-,--9T=H�ST. 
- 4BR FOR 5 G I RLS. CALL B & K 
R E NTALS AT 345-6621 OR 348-
8349. 
__________5/1 
32 Drs.� org .  82 blawailan.iSlaJJl:l 
33 Musrca1Sig11 ---� Hibefnra ' •  � 35 Qaddafi 's  
country 65 Mouse, to a cat 
15 On in years 
1• Down from a 
duck 
17 Bhutan's 
continent 
ta Ceremony 
1e Of a  
protuberance 
20 Liberian 
ne ighbor 
23 Kind of cream 
24 Amphora 
25 Discharges 
21 Aspects 
30 African 
antelope 
38 Space gp . ea Cap ita l of 43 
.c> B l ip maker Across 
42 Impudence .,. Enameled 
43 The Gold Coast metalware 
today 
45 Softened • Anent 
47 Sometimes it's • Chairs etc. 
safe 
48 Muddle 70 Lulu 
M Mali 's desert 71 Beatty and 
S2 Vacillate . Sparks 
M Operatic African 
slave 
511 Paraguayan 
border river 
se Stanley's 
greeting:  "Dr .  
- , I 
presume" 
DOWN 
1 Rooms in a 
harem 
2 -- prius (trial 
court) 
3 Put- in-Bay's 
lake 
4 Lack 
s ustenance 
s Mo l ester 
& N imble 
7 Neura l network 
a Log ic lead - i n 
9 Dakar 's  cou ntry 
�-=-i..::..i.-! ... 10 Ped ro ' s uncle 
1 1  Cap ital of 
Ethiopia 
1 2 Do a  
double-take 
Nice, close to campus furnished 
houses for 1 99 1 -92 school  year. 
Two people per bedroo m ,  1 O 1 /2 
month lease, $ 1 65/mo .  345-3 1 4B 
evenings.  
---�-�----5/1 
4BR HOUSE FOR 5 PEOPLE AT 
6 0  M A D I S O N .  C A L L  B & K 
RE NTALS AT 345-662 1 OR 348-
8349. 
__________5/1 
3 S T U D E N T  H O U S E S  R E A D Y  
F O R  FALL ' 9 2  R ENTAL.  F U LLY 
F U R N I S H E D ,  ALL APPLIANCES,  
I N C L U D I N G  D I S H W A S H E R .  
N EA R  O L D  M A I N  O N  ? T H  
ST R E ET .  4 TO 6 ST U D E N T S  
348-8406 . 
__________ 5/1 
M I N I -STO R A G E  avai l a b l e  over  
the summer .  S ign up now.  Phone 
348-7746. 
5/1 
C�L�O�S�E�T'""O�C-,A_M_P_U�S
-
- -e x t r a  
large one bedroom apartments -
U T I L I T I E S  I N C L U D E D .  1 1  1 /2 
m o .  l ea s e .  $320/mo s i n g l e s  o r  
$ 1 80/m o .  each f o r  two .  B e h i n d  
P i z z a  H ut .  C a l l  E a d s  R e a l t y  -
Charlotte or Jan.  345-21 1 3  
-----�----5/1 
1 bedroom furnished house for 1 
or 2 p e o p l e .  1 O o r  1 2  m o n t h  
lease. 345-401 0 .  
__________5/1 
2 b d .  apart m e n t ,  4 1 5 H arr iso n .  
$ 1 00-220 p e r  perso n .  C a l l  348-
5032. 
�---�-----417 
S u m m e r s u b l e as o r s  n e e d e d . 
Only 2 spots left ! Furnished, great 
location . $ 1 20/mo. 348-51 70.  
4/3 
5,,.......,B,...,E""'Do-,R=-o..,,...,,,o-,-M,.--H�O�U-,-S�E�F�U R -
N I S H E D ,  C/A, 7 1 5  9TH STREET, 
F A L L/ S P R I N G .  $ 1 3 5/ E A C H .  
LEASE.  348-5937. 
�-----ca3/1 9,20,30 Subleasor needed for Cooper 32 
in University Court. Call 345-4557 
or 345-51 1 4. 
__________416 
Need two girls for remodeled apt. 
1 block from Old Mai n .  Call 235-
3557 anytime. 
55 
62 
66 
69 
S U B L E A S O R  N E E D E  
V E R Y  N I C E  1 B D R  
G R E AT l o c at i o n .  
Includes a l l  util . ,  except 
1 377.  
Summer subleasors n 
P l ace I I .  Rent negoti 
5430 ask for Missy. 
Subleasors needed for 
bedroom apartment,  
t i o n  and price, cal l  J 
Paula at 5494. 
T h r e e  b e d ro o m  mo 
a v a i l a b l e  for  summe 
school year. Call Leland 
Estate and Insurance 
3 women to rent roo 
h o u s e .  Washer/dryer 
$ 1 40/month plus utiliti 
campu,s .  i;:al l 837-23 1 7. ' " 
G RE A T .,'F O R" ETG 
house, good conditirin, 
tion . C21 Wood, Jim 
4489. 
LUXU RY FOR TW0-
2BR apts . Near Rec 
cheap, but you get 
f o r  . . .  C21 Wood, J 
345-4489. 
22 Fiber knot 
26 Cantabs ' r ivals 
27 Canine tooth 
28 Nanj i n g  nan ny 
29 M o roccan site 
39 Di l l  of the Bib le  
41 Quitter of sorts 
44 Earhart et a l .  
4 6  J u n e  heroes 
of a classic 
movie 
30 Endow with a 
quality 
31 Castle trench 
34 Tars' chats 
36 North Sea 
· feede r  
37 D o g  star 
49 Altdorf' s canton 
51 Chapeau 
fastener 
52 Part songs 
53 Swiftly 
P.M. WTW0-2 WCIA-3 WAND-7, 1 7  ESPN-24 USA-26 WGN-1 0, 9 WILL-1 2, 12 LIFE-1 3 
6 :00 Inside Edit ion News News NIT B-ball Tourne MacGyver Jeffersons MacNei l ,  Lehrer China Beach Cheers Camera in the Panther Country 
6 : 30 Sky Watch '92 Ent. Tonite Married . . . Now Can Be Told N ight Court Wilderness News Scan 
7 :00 Fresh Prince Evening Shade Barbara Walters Murder,  Movie :  Travels L.A. Law Movie: Malcolm Natural World Disney 
7 : 30 Blossom Ma·or Dad Oscar Awards She Wrote S u rrender 
8:00 Movie:  The · Murphy Brown WWF Wrestl ing Can Tropical Rain Movie: Impu lse Zoo Life Little House 
8 : 30 Chase Desi n i n  Warne Forests Be Saved? 
9 :00 Northern Exposur News Star Trek . .  World Away Combat 
9 : 30 Future Sunday 
1 0 :00 News News MacGyver N ight Court Being Served? Thirtysomething WKRP Safari Panther Country 
1 0 :30 Toni ht M•A•s•H Sports Center Ko·ak Movie: MacBeth Arsenic Hall Film: 
1 1 :00 Current Affair Equalizer Garry Shandling Beyond 2000 
1 1 :30 Letterman Hard Copy News Movie : 5 Corners Mol ly Dodd A-Team 
. .  
5/1 
-.:;-tib;-le-co-m-:p-ut:--er,  -,-color 
30meg hard drive, 
s, mouse. 581 -5530 
5/1 
"'""="Good--:-c-o-nd-::-:it.,-io-n .-:1 2 x 
. Cal l  581 -8062. Ask 
Allen . 
5/1 "'1 N�G R=-E=-A:-::T=-:::-C-:::07:N
. 
D 1 -
UDES: INTEGRATED 
, CASSETTE D E C K ,  
, FOUR SPEAKERS 
ET. $395. CALL 348-
5:00 P.M. 
5/1 i--r =-=70,..,M:-:-o-n7te---::::C-a r l o .  
nwood rece i v e r  2 5 0  
chan n e l .  $200 .  5 8 1 -
'="::--:--=--:--511 Caprice Classic. No 
Call 348-8545 after 5 
5/1 '""s=s'"'"'1 c,.-27'0'""0-=-o '""'"K -:-H'."7A R D 
. INCLUDES KEY­
MOU S E ,  D I S K P A D ,  
, SOFTWA R E ,  1 -Y R .  
. 581 -6848. 
5/1 
'::-h-we...,.,i l;-le-r -p-u p-p7i e_s·, 8 
females left. 2 black, 1 
080. 348-1 993. 
=:-:-=-====-5/1 81/U . S .  1S E I Z�£; 8� 1 ; 86' VW . . $::ro; 87 
.. $ 1 00 ;  6 5  M u s­
Choose from t h o u ­
rt ing $ 2 5 .  F R E E  2 4  
·ng Reveals Details 
2929 C o p y r i g h t  
":-7;"--:--:----;:;c:-4/1 6 
· Karate leg - Stretch· 
& "power stretcher". 
and back-lying. $200 
..---:---;::-;:c,--;;-;:---::-'5/1 da ELite, 80cc, 2 per-
years o l d ,  r e d ,  f u n !  
Melanie 348-0975. 
--=c---..,.,.,--511 
· Gibson,  with mod-
1 75 OBO. Pedals too. 
.m. 5753. 
-.---:-----:--:--:-:-5/1 motorcycle batteries 
up. Free testing.  Bat­
alists 1 5 1 9  M a d i s o n  
(8658). 
""":::-:--:::--:---::-:5/1 
· e Computer 640K, 
drive, <:olor monitor, 
ter, less than year 
se l l .  $800 OBO. 58 1 -
E L I ZA B E T H  M C C L U R E :  
PLEASE P I C K  U P  YOU R I D  AT 
T H E  DAILY EASTERN N EWS . ________ 3/30 
F o u n d :  Brown l eather  keychain  
w/ keys by Lantz. Identify to claim 
at 5 1 26 oF 3889. 
________ 3./30 
LOST:  5 keys on metal  rod I D  
Keych ain  i n  U ptown area.  C a l l  
581 -51 45. 
_________ 4/1 
LOST: 1 key on a red Carman 
Hal l  Key chai n .  I f  fou n d ,  p lease 
cal l  345-6740. 
��---,-- -,-- -4/1 LOST : Coat- l o n g ,  b l ac k ,  woo l .  
H ad a key and driver's l icense i n  
p o c k e t s . 3 2 6 4 - n o  q u e s t i o n s  
asked . 
��--,���---:��4/1 B O Y D  B R A D S H AW ,  CAT H E R ­
I N E  C A R L S O N ,  S T E P H E N  
C A R N E S  a n d  T Y R A  
M A R T I N -p l e a s e  p i c k  u p  yo u r  
Student  I D  cards a t  T h e  D a i l y  
E astern N ews B u s i n ess Off ice , 
1 27 Buzzard Bui lding. 
------.,---,-- 411 
FOUN D :  A "When Words Collide" 
b o o k .  C l a i m  at D a i l y  E as t e r n  
News Office, 1 27 Buzzard Build­
ing. 
"Burrito Heaven" has merged with 
" J o e y ' s " .  New l o c at i o n ,  s a m e  
p h o n e  # ' s : 3 4 5 - 2 4 6 6  o r  3 4 5 -
Hevn . 
��---:,.---�-,...,,--3130 W H AT C O L O R  I S  Y O U R  
PARAC H UTE? Find out  how to 
get a job YOU want. Wednesday 
Apri l 1 at 8:00 p .m.  in  the Grand 
Ballroom.  $1  students with I D ;  $3 
general public. 
=-......,.- ..,...,.---,,....,-- --:-4/1 "Burrito Heaven" has merged with 
" J o e y ' s " .  New l o c a t i o n ,  s a m e  
p h o n e  # ' s :  3 4 5 - 2 4 6 6  o r  3 4 5 -
H EVN. -
! , , ·:t � •i - =1 'El/30' 0  
Delta 1Zetl lrtformationa l  Party- ' 
Wednesday, April 1 st ,  6 :00 p . m .  
Delta Zeta House, Greek Court .  
A n y  q u est ions contact Lyn n  at  
581 -6856. 
_______ ca3/30 4/1 
"Burrito Heaven" has merged with 
"J o e y ' s " .  N ew l o c at i o n , s a m e  
p h o n e  # ' s :  3 4 5 - 2 4 6 6  o r  3 4 5 -
Hevn . 
________ 3/30 
D e l t a  Z e t a  I n f o r m at i o n al 
Party . . .  Delta Zeta I nformational  
Party . . .  Delta Zeta I nformational  
Party ! !  
,,,..,-,--..,,---,-=---ca3/30 4/1 P ink Panther Tryouts: March 3 1 , 
Apri l 1 -2 ,  6:00- 1 0 :00 p .m.  McAfee 
South . 
________ 3/31 
Schmal ,  Your "Clique" wishes you 
a H appy B i rthday! M m m  . . .  Beer.  
Marty's !  Love, Rebe,  Dee, Kerrie, 
Amy & Jodi .  
________ 3/30 
"Burrito Heaven" had merged with 
" J o e y ' s " .  N ew l o c at i o n , s a m e  
p h o n e  # ' s :  3 4 5 - 2 4 6 6  o r  3 4 5 -
Hevn . 
________ 3/30 
Tri-Sigmas-Don't forget to bring a 
c a n  g o o d  to m e e t i n g  t o n i g h t !  
Thanks , Debbie.  
-----------'3/30 
"Burrito Heaven" has merged with 
"J o e y ' s " .  N ew l o c at i o n ,  s a m e  
p h o n e  # ' s : 3 4 5 - 2 4 6 6  o r  3 4 5 -
Hevn . 
�-=-.....,.,-�--�-3/30 T h e  D a i l y  E a s t e r n  N ew s  n o w  
accepts Visa a n d  Mastercard for 
all of your advertising needs. Call 
581 -281 2.  
Calvin and Hobbes 
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MAN, I'M 
FAPIN6. WANT 
70 GO G/?AB 
50+18 Cfffft,, HaUARJ)? 
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(j()J/)fiV�ING. I'M RaANlJ 
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Lady Bears move on to Fi nal Fou r  
BOULDER, Colo. (AP) Miss­
issippi coach Van  Chancellor 
said Southwest Missouri State 
had a point to  make Saturday 
night. 
"T hey  got  on a mission to 
prove they weren't an eight seed 
in this country, and they proved 
it," he said. "But I 'm still proud 
of this team." 
S o u t h w e s t  M i s s our i S t a t e  
extended i t s  winning streak to 
2 1 ,  boosted by 1 6 - point efforts 
by K ar e n  R apier and Char ity 
S h ir a ,  and b e a t  f i f t h -r a n k e d  
Mississippi 94-7 1  i n  the NCAA 
Midwest Regional finals. 
T he 1 0th-ranked Lady Bears  
( 3 1 - 2 )  e ar n e d  a berth i n  t h e  
N C A A  F i n a l  F o ur a t  L o s 
A ngeles next weekend against 
M i d e a s t  cham p i o n  Western  
Kentucky. 
Ole Miss,  which bea t Penn 
State 75- 7 2  o n  T hur s d a y  to  
reach the region final, finished 
29 -3 . 
The Lady Bears  are the first 
t e a m  s e e d e d  b e l o w  N o .  4 t o  
make i t  t o  the finals. 
Mississippi  dominated the  
first nine minutes of  play, taking 
a 1 9 - 1 1  lead with 1 3 : 2 1  to play, 
and getting the Lady Bears into 
foul trouble early. 
R apier found herself on the 
b e n c h  a n d  s t ar i n g  up at  t h e  
scoreboard. 
"I realized we hadn't been in 
that predicament in a long time, 
and I realized I didn' t like that 
feeling," she said. 
Southwest Missouri rallied to 
go ahead 2 9 - 2 8  on Melody 
Howard's basket with 5:46 to  go. 
M ich igan , C i nci n nat i  advance 
K A N S A S  CIT Y, M o .  ( A P) - C i n c i n n a t i  
s t o p p e d  M e m p h i s  S t a t e  f or t h e  f o u r t h  t i m e  
Sunday. Next stop - the Final Four. 
fourth time this season and handing them their 
worst loss since a 30-point victory by Louisville 
in 198 1 .  
The 12th-ranked Bearcats got big games from 
Herb Jones and Nick Van Exel to beat Memphis 
State 88 -57 and claim the Midwest Regional title, 
sending them to their first Final Four since 1 963 .  
The Bearcats' roster doesn' t include a marquee 
player, but they play outstanding defense, have 
good depth and don't let up. T hey simply wore 
out Memphis State, beating the T igers for the 
"I' m kind of numb. I don' t really know what to 
say, " said coach Bob Huggins, who is in his third 
year at Cincinnati. "We don' t have egos and peo­
ple who worry about statistics. We' ve just got 
guys who want to win. " Cincinnati (29-4)  will 
play Michigan, a 75-7 1  overtime winner over 
Ohio State, in the NCAA tournament semifinals 
Saturday in Minneapolis. 
Wrest lers fal l 
f3 From page 12 
"I was disappointed," McCaus­
land said.  "They' ve had such 
gr e at car e er s  and t h a t  t h e y  
would have t o  end o n  that note." 
Stan Gr e s s  made his f irs t  
a p p e a r a n c e  a t  t h e  N a t i o n a l  
Championships, but lost his first 
two m atc h e s .  T h e r e d - s h ir t  
junior drew the number three  
seed in the  tournament for his 
Fiser of Iowa, 1 0-5 in his open- · 
ing match. His next, Gress lost 
to Dale Budd of L ock H a ve n  
State 5 - 1 .  
"Gress started coming o n  at 
the end of the season," McCaus­
l a n d  s a i d .  "T h i s  w a s  a g r e a t  
experience for him because now 
he knows what it's going to take 
to get .back." 
Both Serbick and Marlow fin-
first match. Gress lost to Travis ish their career in the top 10 in 
sch o o l  h i s t or y  f o r  v ic t o r i e s .  
Marlow's final record o f  1 02-52 
places him seventh on the all­
time. list, just ahead of another 
1 42 -pounder-Ralph McCaus­
land. Serbick went into this sea­
son with 76 wins but an injury 
kept him from reaching the 100-
win mark. However, his 93 -43 -4 
career record is good enough to 
put him in the top 10 .  
MON DAY NIGHT G R EEK NI 
D .J .  By Kevi n Kramer 
D o o r  Pr izes a n d  G iveaways 
Free Party to Fratern ity or Sorority with Most M 
Double Letters for Anyone Who Comes Before 
5 Mi l le r  Lites in a Bucket for $5.00 
Kool-Aid Shots $ 1 .00 
Hot Dogs 25¢ 
Contest I nvolving Audience Participation 
Come Early To Get You r  Seat 
., ................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............  . 
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A GREAT I NVESTMENT FOR TH 
PARENTS OF COLLEG E STUDE 
4 BR, 2 bath home, large living ro 
with fireplace, 2 car garage. You can 
a home for less than you can afford to 
$37,500. Call  Linda Nugent & Associ 
345-21 51 . 
• 
lllQ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 111  
Jerry's 
Pizza & -
Pub 
1 . Go t o  class 
2.  Watch soaps 
3. ORDER J ERRY'S PIZZA 
r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,  
: Large 
: 1 i ngredient P izza 
: & Quart of Coke 
: $7.95 
: Jerry's 345-2844 
I Expi res May 31 st, 1 992 
L- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1;n:11&m:rr 
r - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
l Smal l  
: 1 i ngred ient Pi 
: & Quart of Coke 
: $5.95 
1 J erry's 345-2 
I . 
1 Expires May 3 1 st, 1 992 
L- - - - - - - ----- -· 
RESTAU RANT & CATE R I NG 
ISN'T IT TIME YOU TRIED 
THE BEST FOOD I N  TOWN? 
30\'> 
��e t:' .. oe" ��� 409 7lh STR E ET 345-7427 
ONE BLOCK NORTH OF THE COURT HOUSE 
c:./tl.a rt y 's 
Post Spring Break Party! 
(Prizes, Specia ls, Fun) 
$3 Pitchers · 
$ 1  Fried Mozzarella Stix 
Lunch Specials Daily 
Chicken Cordon Bleu w /Fries $ 2 .  99 .,.,.�-
1j0� \��1'. �e� 
� 8 :00 P�m .  
Wednesday,' Apri l 1 
Grand Bal lroom 
DAV I D  SWANSON 
of the 
"What Color Is 
DAVID SWANSON 
$1 Students w/ID 
$3 General Ad missio 
· You r  Parachute?" 
International Workshop Team 
Monday, March 30, 1992 
ng showi ng for men ' s  ten n is 
's tennis team returned from its spring 
'ssimmee, Fla . .  with a 3-2 record after 
tch against the College of Willamet in 
'ned out. 
·es, which improved the team's record 
luded an 8 - 1  decision over Cleveland 
win over Montana and a 7-2 victory over 
Mich. The two losses were to Oberlein 
f Ohio and the University of Maryland 
County. Both of the scores were 6-3. 
went pretty much true to form of our per­
said Eastern coach John Bennett. "We 
of matches to teams that were just a lit-
the score indicated because there were a 
matches that went three sets before the 
up two runs ,  one 
hits with four walks. 
threw the no-hitter, 
somebody to step up 
thing big for us and 
did the job," Callahan 
bats woke up in the 
as they sent 1 1  batters 
and exploded for eight 
g. 
off the inning with a 
· who sacrificed Davis 
pushed a bunt past 
reached on the pitcher's 
first base. 
"I thought George Macey played really well, but 
he lost a match against a Cleveland State player 
because he was just simply worn out," Bennett said. 
"Otherwise, he probably would've won that one." 
Macey 's  only other loss was to the top player 
from Oberlein. 
Aside from the rain the first couple days, condi­
tions were pretty windy until the last day, Thursday. 
On this day the team played two matches and spent 
about ten hours doing it. 
"We were out there from about 1 1  :00 in the morn­
ing until 9 : 00 that night, "  B ennett said.  "Even 
though we didn 't  have any classes during the day, 
we still were more worn out after each day because 
the matches took considerably longer. 
"On outside courts, points take longer to be decid­
ed and the court forces you to run harder." 
The team i s  scheduled to be back in action 
Monday with a 3 :00 match against Rose Hullman 
College from Terre Haute, Ind. Weather permitting, 
the match will be moved into the Lantz Fieldhouse. 
the right field line for tµs second hit 
of the inning. Jetel then drove in 
Davis on a double in the left center­
field gap, but was later picked off 
second base to end the inning. 
The Panthers picked up two runs 
in the sixth inning and added anoth­
er in the top half of the seventh 
inning . .  
Davis went 4-for-4 with three 
singles and a triple. He crossed the 
plate three times and drove two 
runs. 
"Overall ,  from the first day of 
the season through ( S aturday) ,  
Todd has been our most consistent 
hitter," Callahan said. 
drove in Davis and 
on a double. Brooks 
ith a RB I base hit .  
reached base on a 
l'odd LJavis 
"He hasn't been day in and out 
the best hitter, but as far as taking 
good swings and showing disci­
pline at the plate." 
---
Rick Royer walked to load the 
bases for Davis. Davis picked up 
two RBI's on a Texas leaguer down 
Rain cancelled Eastem's double­
header with Valparaiso Sunday. 
- - - �  
• •  
ARGE 1 
Get You r  Questions Answered About 
Federal Employment 
IT ! : 
I 
I 
Mastercard I 
advertising I needs 
.. - - -1 
Federal Job I nformation Sem inar 
Tuesday, March 3 1 , 1 992 
1 :00 p . m .  
Charleston-Mattoon Rooms,  U n iversity U n ion 
Representatives fro m  the Off ice of  Personne l  
Management i n  C h i cago wi l l  d iscuss opportu n it ies 
in vari ous career f ie lds with the Federal  govern ment .  
Sponsored by the Career Plann i ng & Placement Center 
1 t A  
SEARCH NO MORE 
The ONLY Off Campus Housing on Campus 
Now Leasing 
PARK PIACE APARTMENTS 
(Across from the Union on 7th) 
• 1 ,  2 & 3 Bedroom St. James Place 
Furnished Units (1905 S .  1 2th St.) 
• Free Trash & Parking • 1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
• Central A. C .  • Fully Furnished 
• Dishwashers • A. C .  
• Microwaves • Newly Remodeled 
• Balconies • Laundry & Parking 
Call Anytime 348-1479 For appointment 
or drop by rental office at 7 1 5  Grant St. 
3 : 30 - 5 : 30 p.m. - M - F 
:&.����� ......... ���..a: 
IH ·- Counse l i ng Center ·- 58 1 -69 1 3 H� I Chaps off ice provides a resou rce IH l i b rary on  a lcoho l  and d rug topics . H These mater ia ls can be checked out  H and used for papers and c lass projects . H I f  you want to g et i nvolved i n  a lcoho l  
out  more about o u r  off ice ,  p lease cal l 
H • •  Pat Babich-Sm ith at 58 1 -69 1 3 .  
. ·  H 
an u n l i m ited n u m ber  of 
Tan n i ng Sess ions 
On ly $2. 75 each 
Only at Illinois Express Eyecare 
Try Soft Contacts Free in office 
� 
RS ITY V I LLAG E 348-58 1 2 
other's. • • 
me to the Big Kahuna! "  
Tan Contest with Ca$h & 
other Prizes --
(male & female categories) 
CIALS: 2 5 ¢ Drafts 
-(Lite & MGDJ- . e $ 1  • 50 Pitchers All Bottles $ 1  ·. 2 5 ¢ Hot Dogs 
For Students , Faculty, 
and Staff of EIU. 
Values expire May 9. 
2 Pair Glasses and . · rl�d ��ni 
E E • t• OUJ:_st;:tnuai.; Su 151e ye xamtna ton . vision CR-39 lenses. $99.00 �:O���ma 
Complete selection of frames. 
Our Standard 
Daily Wear Contacts . 
Same Day Service 
Even Bifocals* 
*Cr-39 Lenses 
Phone 345-2527 
- 523 W. Lincoln • Charleston, 11. 
(Next to Walmart) 
• Dr. Allan Brummel, O.D. 
Wrestlers fa l l  short of personal  goals 
By RYAN GIUSTI 
Staff writer 
Two of the winningest wrestlers in Eastern 
history ended their career last week in 
Oklahoma City, Okla. at the NCAA National 
\Yreslting Championships, both falling short 
of personal goals to place among the top 
wrestlers in the nation. 
and last year went 1 - 1  in the tournament at 
his 1 34-pound weight class. The upseeded 
Serbick opened up this year's Championships 
by losing a close 7-5 match to the number 
eight seed, Lunden Campbell of California 
State at Fullerton. 
Serbick then came back in his next match 
to beat Ohio's Eric Kimball 7-4. Kimball beat 
the number nine seed of the tournament the 
match before. The win kept alive Serbick's 
hopes of placing . B ut those hopes were 
dashed in his next match when he lost by pin 
fall to Jody Jackson of Vrrginia. Serbick had 
beaten Jackson before in a tournament earlier 
in the year. 
"They were all close matches," Serbick 
said. "I was very disappointed to wind up my 
career like that. I thought I could have done a 
lot better than what I did." 
The match against Jackson contained some 
controversy. Jackson grabbed hold of 
Serbick's head gear, a move which is illegal. 
However, the violation went unnoticed by the 
referee and allowed Jackson to pin Serbick. 
two seed of the tournament, Chris 
Oklahoma State, and lost 9-5. Owens 
on to be a finalist. Marlow then lost 
Harris from Tennessee-Chattanooga, 
another overtime match. Harris went 
win his next match and finish eighth 
nation at 142. 
"I felt I wrestled real poorly, even 
match I won," Marlow said. "I don't 
what happened, I felt I was ready." Seniors Ray Serbick and Dave Marlow 
both ended their collegiate career by going 1 -
. 2 in the National Championships March 19-
2 1 ,  while junior red-shirt Stan Gress went 0-2 
while gaining some experience for next sea­
son. 
"It was a wild match; and the official 
didn't control it very well," McCausland said. 
Dave Marlow also went 1 -2 in the tourna­
ment, failing to reach his goal of placing in 
the top five in the nation at 142. Marlow, who 
was also making his second straight trip the 
National Championships, opened up the tour­
nament by winning his first match against 
Tom Onorato of West Vrrginia University, 4-
0 in overtime. 
Marlow was not happy with h 
career ended. 
"It was kind of disappointing for them," 
Eastern coach Ralph McCausland said .of the 
three wrestlers. 
"I thought he wrestled well," McCausland 
said. "Things just didn 't fall into place for 
him." 
Serbick was disappointed by the way he 
"It was kind of tough this year," 
said. "Before, I could always say 
always next year"'  
McCausland said he was disappo' 
see two seniors end their career the 
did. 
Serbick was making his second straight 
appearance in the National Championships ended his career. 
· 
Marlow then advanced to face the number .,, Continued on page 10 
Eastern ends break with spl it 
By KEITH FARROLL 
Asscociate sports editor 
After a disappointing spring 
trip, Eastern 's baseball team 
opened up its Mid- Continent 
Conference and home season 
splitting a doubleheader with 
Valparaiso Saturday at Monier 
Field. 
The Panthers , who went 1 -6 
down South on their spring trip, 
had a no-hitter thrown at them in 
the first game with a 7-0 loss to 
the Crusaders, but woke up their 
bats in the second game with an 
1 1 - 2  route to compile a 7 - 1 6  
overall record. 
Valparaiso senior pitcher Eric 
Spillers no hit the Panthers in the 
first game to even his record at 
2-2. The perfect game was elimi­
nated when Valpo third-sacker 
Mike Garcia booted a B rent 
Howard grounder. Howard was 
later thrown out stealing. 
The no-hitter was almost . 
ruined in the sixth inning as  
Jason Jetel ripped a grounder 
down the third base line , but 
Garcia redeemed himself by 
making a diving stab and throw­
ing Jetel out at first base. 
Spillers also got in trouble in 
the seventh inning when he  
walked Chris Clarke and Todd 
Davis stepped into the batter 's 
box with two outs, one out away 
from the complete game, no-hit, 
shut out. 
Davis, with the wind blowing 
in from center field, made a bid 
for a homerun. Crusader center­
fielder Jeff Snyder, though, made 
a running catch crashing into the 
fence temporarily injuring him­
self to preserve the no hitter. 
The entire Crusader team then 
celebrated the no hitter out in 
centerfield congratulating 
Spillers and h uddling around 
Snyder. 
"I wouldn 't say he is the best 
pitcher we have seen this year, 
but he pitched as well as any­
body against us," Callahan said. 
"You don 't have to be overpow­
ering velocity-wise or have a 
Bert Blyleven curve ball to beat 
people in baseball. He had total 
command of the plate. The way 
he pitched he deserved nothing 
less of a win or maybe even a 
no,hitter." 
Panther starting pitcher Steve 
Lemke pitched five and two 
CARL WALK/Senior photographer 
Keith Mierzwa loses control of third baseman Tad Smith's throw in the 
fifth inning of the first gqme of a doubleheader against Valparaiso at 
Monier Field Saturday. The error on Smith, which should have been 
the third out of the inning, sparked a five-run inning. Eastern lost the 
first game 7-0, but turned qround to win the second game, 11-2 .  
thirds innings giving u p  seven 
runs, only one being earned. 
The trouble started in the fifth 
inning with two outs and runners 
on first and third base and the 
Panthers were down 1 -0 when 
Snyder hit a routine ground ball 
to Tad Smith, who turned it into 
to a high throw to first base 
which fell  out  of Keith 
Mierzwa 's glove, allowing a run­
ner to score, 2-0. 
"Our team defense is brut:rt," 
Callahan said .  "Our infielders 
j ust haven ' t  done a good job .  
They are killing us. For the most 
part our outfield has done a good 
job." 
The play proved to be even 
more fatal as the next hitter, 
Marc Waite, drove in a run on a 
base hit, 3 -0. 
The next  batter, Joe Luce , 
ripped a double into left center­
field driving in two more run­
ners, making the score 5-0. 
The Crusaders added two 
more runs in the sixth inning off 
Lemke. 
In the second game, the com­
bination of Callahan making 
some adjustments in the lineup 
and starting pitcher Mike Conner 
putting together a complete game 
put a tally in the win column for 
the Panthers. 
Conner silenced the Crusader 
lineup as he pitched seven 
• Continued on page 11 . 
Softbal l team start 
season on down si 
By RYAN GIUSTI 
Staff writer 
The start of the 1 99 2  season 
was a long time in coming for the 
Eastern softball team. Maybe it 
could have waited a little longer. 
After having their first four 
regular season games cancelled 
due to weather, the Panthers start­
ed the season going 2-9 on their 
spring trip through the South on 
March 2 0 - 2 7 . B ut despite the 
poor record , head coach Beth 
Perine did find some positives in 
her team's performance. 
"We're probably the most opti­
mistic 2 - 9  team y o u  are ever 
going to meet ," Perine said. "It 
was a very successful trip i n  
many ways." 
Eastern started its week long 
road trip in Shreveport ,  La . to 
take part in the Patterson 
Invitational . The Panthers lost 
their first official game of the 
y ear to Stephan F.  Austin 
University, 6-0. Eastern then lost 
to Nichols St. and dropped two 2-
1 decisions to Oklahoma City and 
Northwestern State. 
The Panthers then recorded 
their first win of the season by 
beating conference rival 
Southwest Missouri State . Coli 
Turley picked up the win  by 
pitching six scoreless innings and 
Chris Koehl pitched the seventh 
inning earning the save. 
"That was a big win for us," 
Perine said .  "We had gone the 
first day and played very hard 
against  teams who had 20 or 
more games under its belt."  
The Panthers then moved on to 
Te xas to take on Stephan F.  
Austin in  a d o ubleheader .  
Stephan F.  Austin again got the 
better of Eastern , taking advan­
tage of some costly Panther 
errors and swept both games. In 
the first game, the Panthers c·om­
mi tted five errors to blow an 
early lead, and lost 6- 1 .  
The second game was an even 
tougher defeat . Two first inning 
errors allowed a SFA run to score 
off the starting pitcher Koehl . 
Koehl then went on to allow only 
an infield single the rest of the 
way, but the Panthers 
out 1 -0. 
"We had opportuniti 
back in that game a 
didn ' t  d o  i t , "  Perin 
chewed them out pre 
the loss) because it 
and only time on the 
people were trying to 
individ ually inste 
· games to Sam Roust 
Wednesday and then 
game against Texas 
Thursday .  But in t 
game , the Panthers w 
finish the trip on a wi 
The game went  · 
innings and Koehl w 
tance to pick up 
Freshman Nic ole 
crossed the plate wi 
ning run in the !_linth 
freshman Amy Klein ' 
"That game just s 
sticking together ma 
ence," Perine said. 
"Overall i t s  har 
teams most c ons i s  
throughout the road · 
Tammy Stice and 
started hitting wel l  
end of the trip and 
also hit well. 
SHANNON 1HOMAS/Staff Photographer 
m's 1 991-92 basketball Panthers gather in their traditional pre-game h uddle before their NCAA Tournament first-round game against Indiana on March 
at the Boise State University Pavi lion in Boise, Idaho. The appearance in the 64-team tournament was the first ever for a Division I Eastern team. The 
iers won 94-55. 
anthers reach goal 
ith first NCAA bid 
S BOGHOSSIAN 
n Eastern' s basketball team began its 
season, head coach Rick Samuels and 
thers had one goal in mind: Earning a trip 
NCAA Tournament. 
a 5-0 start, F.astem suffered a major setback 
McKinnis - one of its five seniors - injured 
. His career was finished, and the Panthers 
laling into their toughest stretch of the season. 
injury forced Samuels to shuffle his lineup 
tion for the next two months, and Eastern 
by most to finish second in the Mid­
t Conference - ended their regular sea­
one game above .500 at 14-13.  
Panthers tied Wright State for fourth place 
league and were the fifth seed heading into 
the conference 's  postseason tournament . They 
would need three straight wins to reach their goal. 
They did it . 
For the first time in Eastern's Division I basket­
ball history, the Panthers earned an automatic bid 
into the 64-team NCAA Tournament. 
In his 12th year, the 43-year-old Samuels and 
his team achieved what had never been accom­
plished before. The Panthers would meet the Big 
Ten's Indiana Hoosiers in the first round . 
The Hoosiers won 94-55, but Eastern started a 
new chapter in its history book. 
For seniors Barry Johnson, Dave Olson, Steve 
Rowe and Kavien Martin, juniors Eric West and 
Derek Kelley , sophomores Curtis Leib , Troy 
Collier and Kevin Robertson , and freshmen 
Derrick Landrus , Andre Rodriguez and Louis 
Jordan, a dream came true. 
• Y O U N G  P L AYERS EARN 
VA L U A B L E  T O U R N A M E N T  
EXPERIENCE. 
PAGE S 
• A C L O S E - U P V I E W  O F  
T H E  PANTHERS ' NIGHT I N  
BOISE, IDAHO. 
I 
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Memories from Boise 
Die-hard support group makes trip to Idaho 
By KEN RYAN 
Sports editor 
BOISE, Idaho - Despite hav­
ing a number of difficulties on the 
trip to Boise, Idaho, for Eastern's 
first-round game in the NCAA 
Tournament against Indiana, the 
Panthers' support group didn't let 
the problems take away from the 
excitement of going to The Big 
Dance. 
The group, which left early in 
the morning on _game day (March 
1 9) ,  included Easter n '  s Fast 
Break Band, the Cheer Team 
and the Pink Panthers, as well as 
President Stan Rives and 
Community Relations Director of 
Athletics Bill Veech. 
The trip began with a bus ride 
to Lambert Airport in St. Louis. 
On the way, the group ran into 
some heavy snow that resulted in 
the bus arriving 40 minutes late. 
The flight was then delayed one 
hour, 30 minutes until airport offi­
cials could clear off the ice on the 
plane's wings. 
But once the plane was ready 
for takeoff, Panther excitement 
built . Members of the Pink 
Panthers sang verses of the 
Eastern fight song to warm up for 
their halftime appearance. 
"It's a once-in-a-iifetime oppor­
tunity, so I'm looking forward to 
seeing them,"  said Pink Panther 
Monica Carey. 
Another Pink Panther said that 
just playing a team l ike the 
Hoosiers was a big deal. 
"We ' re excited about going 
because we support them , "  
Angie Betourney said. "We feel 
like we were a part of the team 
and we've never played Indiana 
before, so it'll be neat . "  
Rives said he was happy the 
team was representing Eastern 
for the first time. 
"I think it is super that the 
team is participating, "  Rives said. 
'Tm just proud that they're play­
ing in the NCAA Tournament, 
and it's a great opportunity for 
them to do something that 
Eastern has never done before. "  
Members of the Cheer Team, 
a�� �·�!'�I 
ON THE SQUARE 
CHARLESTON 
Celebrate 
1 0  Years of 
Business 
Come Sign Up 
For the Celebration 
Giveaways 
• Trip for 2 
to New Orleans 
• Sony Color T. V. 
Much, Much 
More 
Drawing to be held 
Wed. Evening 
April 1st 
Kitchen Hours 
Mon.-Sat. 1 1  a.m. - 9 p.m. 
Bar Hours 
l l a.m. - l a.m. 
• • 
' '  ' ·· .  
. . . . SJ;IANNON TQ.OMAS/Staff p!lotographer 
Junior Shannon &irber tries to ral/y'"'the ·crowd during ·a fimeoui 
in Eastern's 94-55 loss to Indiana in the first r:ound of the NCAA 
Tournament on March 1 9  at BSU Pavilion in Boise, Idaho. " ·· � ' 
which supported the team all sea- it's great. "  
son at home and on  the road, Theresa Cooper, a tuba player 
also made the trip to Boise. Dave in the band, perhaps summed up 
Loebach said that going to the the trip best when she said the 
tournament was a big thrill. outcome of the game was not 
"I've been a basketball fan all important. 
of my life, "  Loebach said on the "We have to support them, "  
way to the game. " So  watching Cooper said. "And whether they 
the team when they were having win or lose, it doesn't matter. It's 
a rough time , and now they're just an honor for us and the team 
here where they wanted to be - to be here . "  
"Dut du duuu du - Hey! ! Dut du 
dum, Dut du duu du - Hey! ! Dut du 
dum I Love That Song! ! "  ' 
� /  
Bikini Contests 
Reggae Bands 
Beach Parties 
This Place Is Nuts ! !  
Monday - Friday 
l O  am. - 5 p.m.  
Regular Homs: 
Saturday 
I O  a. m .  - 3 p.m. 
OPEN HOUSE 
A DRJL 3 Ji. � - .� . 
60 1 Monroe Ave. Unique C�afting Charleston, II 6 1 920 
{J . . :, Phone: (2 1 7 )  345-55 76 (!;>} ON THE SQUARE 
Welcome to 
�.art y 's .  • • 
"Supporting EIU Ath letics For 20 Years"  
Congratulates 1 st 
NCAA Tournament 
Appearance 
CO GRATULATIONS PANTHE ' 'Y.O:L;;ABERD:::::�:.�1 
· · · · '•ay l.e �  fl_ � 407A LINCOLN AVENUE 
R O N  & SUE LEAT H E R S  C H A R L E STO N .  I L  6 1 920 
OWNERS 
tu\ations congfa pantners Eastern od year. on a go 
Next time you ord 
a pizza . . .  don't ask 
"where's the cheese 
Jerry's Pizza 
& Pub 
BEER 
1 2  Can Pack 
Keystone 
· Light · Dry 
• Reg . 
1 2  OUNCE CANS 
$399 
24 Can Pack 
Natural Lig ht 
1 2  OUNCE CANS 
Your Choice 
$799 
J u st Cal l  345-2 
$2 . 00 
Any Large 
P izza Del iver 
with coupon 
Exp i res May 3 1 st, 1 
• Lite • Genuine 
• Genuine Draft 
• High Life 
12  OUNCE CA 
Your Choi 
$58i 
20 Pack 
Old Style LI 
thers enjoy two weeks of March Madness 
Samuels and h i s  
re i n  Cleveland for 
ntinent Conference 
n Tournament , the 
which would earn an 
c bid t o  the NCAA 
t. 
was the No. 5 seed 
ht-team tournament 
7 regular season con­
cam pa i g n .  It would 
rth -seeded Wright 
first round . 
thers won their last 
year - but barely . 
eve Rowe basket in 
nds to give them a 
over lowly Western 
finale . 
, they didn't play at 
it was a win, some­
. on for the confer­
urney . And the  
w that they need­
three solid, consistent 
her to reach their 
, I 'm going to do 
possible to come out 
said forward Barry 
fore the team left 
C leveland State 
ion C enter .  " It ' s  
a dream and aspi-
mine to go to the 
ent. " 
began. 
onference tour na­
ner on March 8 ,  
te jumped out to a 
1 nine minutes into 
f ,  but Eastern bat-
tle the score at 25,  
red the Raiders 13-
s final 4:30 to take 
SHANNON mOMAS/Staff photographer 
Eastern 's coaching staff - (from left) Dave Weber, Rick Samuels, Mike Church, George Morgan 
and Brad Clark - look on from the bench du ring the Pan thers 94-55 loss to the Indiana 
Hoosiers in the first round of the NCAA Tournamen t in Boise, Idaho. 
a 3 8 - 2 7  advantage into the 
locker room. 
The second half began as 
the f irst ended , and Eastern 
extended its lead to 49-3 0 .  
Wright State , though , wasn ' t  
finished , closing its deficit to  
56-51 with about eight minutes 
left in the game . 
But the Panthers - ignited by 
four 3-pointers from senior  
sharpshooter Dave Olson - fin­
ished strong and won 84-72 .  It 
was a mild upset , considering 
the teams ' seedings,  but they 
split their two regular season 
contests . 
Rowe finished with a game­
high 25 points , Johnson added 
1 6  and 1 2  re bounds , and 
Olson chipped in 1 4  to lead 
five Panthers in double figures . 
Junior Eric West - Eastern ' s  
s ix th  m a n  - dumped i n  1 1  
points , while sophomore Curtis 
Leib put in 1 0 .  
"We handled their pressure 
defense pretty well , "  Samuels 
said of Wright State . "They sur­
prised us with that, but it didn't 
become a factor in the game . 
"The thing about that game 
was David Olson's  four 3-point­
ers almost right in a row there 
in the second half that really 
gave us the impetus to win the 
game and have it not be a close · 
game . "  
The Dream remained a pos­
sibility . 
• • •  
Next, though, would be the 
Panthers' biggest test - a sec­
ond=round matchup with league 
c h a m p i o n  and N o .  1 seed  
Wisconsin-Green Bay, the tour­
nament 's favorite , on March 9 .  
Eastern had beaten Green Bay 
just once in the teams' last five 
games and lost both times to 
the Phoenix in 1992.  
But the Panthers played as 
well as they had all year. They 
led from start to finish and shot 
54 percent from the field (26-
46) en route to a convincing 
7 5-65 victory. Eastern broke a 
tournament record for 3-point 
shooting , hitting 1 2  of its 1 7  
shots from behind the arc for 
7 1  percent . The 1 2  baskets 
from that range also broke a 
previous tourney mark. 
Olson continued his torrid 
pace from long range , canning 
six of his 1 0  3-point attempts 
to set  a new t o u r n a m e nt 
record . H e  f in ished with a 
game-best  2 3 ,  whi le  Rowe 
added 1 4  and Kavien Martin 
and Johnson 12  apiece . 
Perhaps most gratifying was 
th� way in which Martin , the 
Panther point guard , shut down 
league MVP Tony Bennett . 
Bennett finished with 20 points 
but hit just 7 of 18 shots from 
the floor. 
" I  th ink  that game real ly 
demonstrates what we were 
capable of doing in that we 
really played well at  both ends 
of the floor, " Samuels said . " I  
think Kavien Martin 's determi­
nation not to let Bennett get 
the ball in a position where he 
could easily score was really a 
factor in that game . 
" Everybody was s o  we l l  
focused . W e  did make some 
adjus tments  as  t o  what we 
wanted to do, and the kids real­
ly picked up on them, in terms 
of execut ing  aga ins t  t h e i r  
defense . "  
The Dream continued. 
* • •  
Eastern was one game away 
from receiving its first Division I 
NCAA Tournament bid in the 
university's history . But it need­
ed to top I l l ino is -Chicago ' s  
Fla m e s  i n  the  tournament  
championship before i t  started 
celebrating. 
The Flame s ,  the  tourna­
m e nt ' s· N o .  3 seed , were a 
group of good athletes who ,  
when they were hot , could hit 
from all over the court . But 
March 1 0  would n ' t  be the ir  
night. 
Instead , it was Eastern 's .  A 
Mart in  3 - p o i n t e r  gave t h e  
Panthers a n  8-5 lead early and 
they never trailed again, clinch­
ing their automatic bid to the 
N CAAs . A dunk from West 
gave Eastern a 33- 1 9  lead, and 
the Panthers  t o o k  a 4 5 - 3  7 
advantage into inter miss ion 
behind Rowe's  1 6  points . 
• Contin ued on paqe 1 1 B. 
siers blaze past Eastern 
ourney's West Regional 
a quick 10-0 lead 
game and increased 
to 56-27 at the 
freshman Alan 
and sophomore 
iley ' s  14  points 
have stopped the Hoosiers on 
their next possess ion when 
Indiana guard Greg Graham 
missed a jump shot from the 
baseline and the ball went out of 
bounds . But after one referee 
ruled that it was Eastern's ball , 
the call was reversed. 
Indiana capitalized with a 2 1-0 
run that gave it a commanding 
lead , and the Hoosiers never 
looked back. 
"At halftime, we were at the 
point where we knew we weren't 
going to win the game,"  Samuels 
said . "Our focus in the second 
half was, 'Let's see how much of 
a game we can,make it . Let's see 
if we can get it close, if we can 
get it under 20, under 15 . '  
"When we were unable to  do 
that in the second half, obviously 
I wanted to give everybody I 
could the experience of being in 
the tournament. "  
The Hoosiers - who shot 37 
percent in their previous three 
games - converted on 62 per­
cent (36 of 58) from the field on 
the night, while Eastern convert­
ed · on just 19 of its 56 attempts 
for a 34 percent clip. 
Eastern didn't play as well as 
they did in the Mid-Continent 
Conference Postseason 
Tournament - in which they 
swept three teams to earn an 
NCAA automatic bid, and senior 
guard Steve Rowe said he 
thought he knew why. 
" I  don ' t  think we were as 
relaxed as we were during the 
conference championships, "  said 
Rowe , who finished the game 
with 10 points. "I think we had a 
l i tt le added tension , and it 
showed. "  
Senior forward Barry 
John,son , who scored a team­
high; 1 1  points , said that the 
team was probably overwhelmed 
by playing the Indiana Hoosiers 
and taking part in the tourna- f 
ment. 
"I would say it was a combina­
tion of both - us not being used 
to the surroundings and this type 
of setting and atmosphere , "  
Johnson said. "I also have to give 
credit to Indiana's defense. "  
Henderson led all scorers with 
1 9  points , followed by Bailey's  
1 8 ,  Eric Anderso n ' s  1 3 ,  
Graham ' s  1 2  and Calbert 
Cheaney's 1 1 .  
SHANNON TIIOMAS/Staff photographer 
Eastem's Eric West dribbles around Indiana's Todd Leary towards 
the basket during the Panthers' 94-55 loss to the Hoosiers. 
Despite the lopsided loss , 
Johnson said he was just glad 
that his team was able to reach 
its goal of going to the NCAA 
Tournament . 
"For the five seniors , we 've 
never accomplished something 
like this , "  he said. "This is great. 
We 've gotten this far and no 
other Eastern team has accom­
plished this before . "  
Eastern ( 17-1 4) 
Col l ier  0- 1 0-0 0, Rowe 2-8 6-8 1 0 , Mart in 1 -5 1 - 1 3, Joh nson 4- 1 1  3-3 1 1 ,  
Landrus 3-4 0-0 9 ,  Jordan 2-6 1 - 1 5,  Olson 2-8 0-0 6,  West 1 -2 0-0 2 ,  Rodriguez 
1 -5 0-0 2 ,  Kelley 0-0 0-0 0, Robertson 0-0 0-0 0 ,  Leib 3-6 1 -2 7. Totals 1 9-56 1 2-
1 5  55. 
Indiana (24·6) 
Graham 4-6 2-2 1 2 , Reynolds 2-3 0-0 4,  Bailey 7- 1 0  2-3 1 8 , Meeks 1 -2 0-0 2 ,  
Nover 3-7 0-0 6,  Leary 2-3 0-0 5 ,  Anderson 4-6 4-4 1 3 , Cheaney 5-6 0-0 1 1 ,  
Henderson 7- 1 2  5-7 1 9 , Lindeman 1 -3 2-2 4 .  Totals 36-58 1 5- 1 8  94. 
Halftime:  I ndiana 56 Eastern 27. 3-point goals : Eastern 5- 1 4  ( Rowe 0-2, Mart in  
0-2, Landrus 3-3,  Jordan 0- 1 ,  Olson 2-6.  I ndiana 7- 1 1  (Graham 2-4 , Bai ley 2-3, 
Meeks 0-1 , Leary 1 - 1 ,  Cheaney 1 - 1 .  Rebounds : Eastern 23 (Johnson 4), I ndiana 
40 (Anderson 1 1 ) . Assists : Eastern 1 1  ( Rowe 3),  I ndiana 22 ( Meeks 8).  Total 
fou ls :  Eastern 1 7, I ndiana 1 8 . 
Indiana's head coach - a Knight to remem 
lly CHRIS BOGHOSSIAN 
;taff writer 
BOISE,  Idaho - As if the 
pressure of a first-ever trip to 
the NCAA Tournament wasn't 
enoug h ,  Eastern coach Rick 
Samuels went up against one 
of college basketball ' s  best -
and most controversial - coach­
es in Indiana's Bob Knight . 
He's a grea t coach, and I respect h is p 
gram . . . .  I don 't th ink  he made a diffe 
SHANNON TIIOMAS/Staff photographer 
Indiana head coach Bob Kn ight  calmly watches h is team play 
Eastern in first round action at the BSU Pavilion in Boise, Idaho. 
Knight , who has guided the 
H o o s i e r s  to t h r e e  nat iona l  
championships in  his 2 1  years 
as their general, met Samuels 
at halfcourt before the game's 
tipoff . The two shook hands 
and engaged in some small talk 
before the March 19 contest in 
Boise , Idaho ,  in the Midwest 
Reg ion of  the  N CAA Tour­
nament . 
" It was just kind of congenial 
conversation , " said Samuels , 
who completed his 1 2th year at 
Eastern's helm . "He said 'You 
had a great run through the 
( M id-Cont inent  C onference 
Postseason) Tournament . Your 
Panthers didn't beat theinselves; 
Indiana's talent -was key factor 
BOISE, Idaho - Eastern, :- ' �. ,.,,,n .... , 
beat Indiana? 
In the hours leading up to 
the historical meeting, I had *1 
tried to convince myself that 
it wasn't possible . 
On March 15,  the NCAA 
Selection Committee an­
nounced that the Panthers' 
first-ever Division I tourna- " 
ment appearance would be in 
Boise , Idaho, against Bob 
Knight's Indiana Hoosiers. Boghossian 
During the four days and 
nights before the March 19  contest between the 
two schools, I found myself thinking about only one 
thing - The Game. 
Could Eastern possibly upset the Hoosiers - the 
Midwest's second seed - in the tournaments first 
round? Probably not , I thought , but I had been 
wrong before . 
A week earlier, I didn't think that Eastern would 
even be in The Big Dance . I didn ' t  think the 
Panthers would win the Mid-Continent Conference 
Postseason Tournament . 
Eastern, after all, had a 14-13 overall record at 
regular season's end and looked less than impres­
sive in its finale against Western Illinois - the 
league's second worst team - at Lantz Gym four 
days earlier. 
It took senior guard Steve Rowe's last-second 
basket to g ive the Panthers a win over the 
Leathernecks, and even if  they would beat Wright 
State in the conference tournament opener, I didn't 
believe they could beat Green Bay. 
I was wrong . Eastern swept through the Mid­
Con tournament with ease, beating fourth-seeded 
Wright State, top-seeded Wisconsin-Green Bay and 
third-seeded Illinois-Chicago by ,1 2 ,  1 0  and 15  
points, respectively. 
Those wins in Cleveland clinched what less than 
a week' earlier didn't seem possible : An automatic 
bid into what I consider the world's premier sports 
spectacle - the NCAA Tournament. 
Now, though, the task became more difficult . 
Eastern would have to go up against one of the 
nation's best teams - Indiana - in the Midwest 
Region's first round. 
Well, Indiana dominated in a 94-55 drubbing of 
the Panthers , who dropped out at 1 7-14 .  The 
dream ended, but not without making history. 
Why were the Panthers so nervous? Knowing 
that a national television audience was tuned in was 
enough. 
Add to that more than 12 ,000 fans packed into 
Boise State University Pavilion and more than 100 
members of the media surrounding the court. 
And if that wasn't enough pressure, the simple 
fact that this was the NCAA Tournament - the Big 
Dance, The Show - is enough to make anyone 
light-headed. 
But those weren't the real reasons why Eastern 
couldn't compete after cutting the Hoosiers lead to 
30-22 with more than six minutes left in the first 
. .  half, . . . . . • . . • . 
simple - Indiana. 
The Hoosiers, after all, were the nation's fifth­
ranked team entering the tournament . The only 
thing stopping them from gaining a No. 1 seed in 
the tournament and the Big Ten title was their loss 
to Purdue . 
Top programs draw top athletes. The level of 
Indiana's players is one notch above Eastern's -
from top to bottom. The Hoosiers' powerful roster 
includes Calbert Cheaney - an Associate Press third 
team All-Amerie<an -selectk;>n, ! ,Damon · B§�y :;r last 
year's Big !en , J=;re_?ql'T}pry 9f. th� , X�qr..., .arc;i.J:'.ric_ . •  
Anderson - a former Illinois Mr. Basketball - who 
comes off the bench as a senio�. Pretty impressive. 
And Indiana capitalized on its opportunities. It 
converted on its fast breaks . It turned missed 
Eastern baskets into open jump shots. It turned a 
reversed call - which would have given the 
Panthers the ball with a chance to cut their deficit to 
five points - into a basket that started a 24-1 run to 
put Eastern out of reach. · 
Indiana had experience on its side, too. It was 
making its seventh consecutive NCAA appearance 
and 12th in the last 13 years. All of its non-fresh­
man players had taken part in an N CAA 
Tournament. 
None of Eastern's players - or coaches, for that 
matter - had . While Eastern was on top of the 
world for making the tournaments 64-team field, 
Indiana was upset that it didn't earn a No. 1 seed, 
and that it had to travel all the way to Boise, Idaho, 
to play its first-round games. 
All week, I believed that if the Panthers played as 
well as they did against Green Bay, they might have 
a chance, if Indiana played poorly. Eastern would 
need solid passing, few turnovers, good ball control, 
better than average shooting and intense defense to 
have a chance. 
The Panthers didn't get any of those things, but 
not only because of their nervousness and hesitant 
play early. The Hoosiers came out ready to put any 
upset bids out of reach early. And they did. 
Indiana - who advanced to the Rnal Four with 
its win over UCL.A Saturday - forced Eastern to 
make bad passes . The Hoosiers forced off-balanced 
and bad shots, most coming with a hand in the 
face. 
Their quickness and athletic ability forced 
Eastern turnovers ,  and their experience and 
calmness allowed them to keep focus and play 
their game . 
So instead of blaming the loss solely on 
Eastern 's  performance , remember that i t  was 
going up against one of the best programs in 
college basketball today. 
Thursday, March 19 ,  1992,  was just another 
day for Indiana and its Hoosiers , another step­
ping stone toward a possible national champi­
onship . 
Thursday, March 19, 1992, wasn't just another 
day for Eastern and its Panthers. It was a day - a 
week and a season, for that matter - that will live 
forever in Eastern Illinois University history. 
- Chris Boghossian is a staff writer for The Daily 
Eastern coach Rick 
on Indiana's Bob 
kids are playing well . '  That kind 
of thing . 
"We talked about playing 
each other in the future some­
time on a regular season basis . 
He 's anxious to come to Char­
leston . We discussed the possi­
bility of us playing in one of his 
tournaments, things like that . "  
But Samuels , whose Pan­
thers lost 94-55 to Knight ' s  
Hoosiers that evening, said the 
fact that he was going head-to­
head with one of the game ' s  
most successful coaches didn 't 
intimidate him. 
"He 's  a great co 
respect his program,"  
43-year-old Samuels . 
re gard less  of who 
going to play in the 
ment , we knew we 
to play one of the to 
the country , it would 
somebody that has a 
gram. 
"I don't  think ( · 
a difference . In fact, I 
more comfortable i 
really knew what to 
Memories of NC 
will last a lif etim 
BOISE, Idaho - The Dance is over for 
the Eastern basketball team. 
But that one day of playing with the 
elite teams in the country, that one day of 
playing against a coach of Bobby Knight's 
magnitude and that one day playing on the 
same court as stars like Shaquille O'Neil , 
Alonzo Mourni_ng and Calbert Cheaney 
will  not soon be forgotten at Eastern 
Illinois.  ,:, �.; . flfy_c;.�l v' - ·' � . . . 1�� . P.��t���s di{Jomethi_ns.)��t -�as • .  Ken _ . 
r;iever been. accomPlisbed in -S-4 years of 
Eastern basketball , 1 2  of which have been R an 
at the Division I level: They went to The 
Show. 
Eastern can proudly claim that they were the top 
tion in Illinois this year. And while the University 
Northern Illinois, Illinois-Chicago and all other state t 
sitting in front of their television sets watching 
Tournament , Eastern Illinois was in Boise, Idaho, 
Indiana Hoosiers on national television (prime tim� 
Dick Vitale would say) . 
Even Mid-Continent Conference regular season 
Wisconsin-Green Bay and the Bennett boys, Dick 
who Eastern beat in the semifinals of the Mid· 
Conference Postseason Tournament - were home f 
visit to the National Invitational Tournament in time to 
Panthers . The Phoenix bowed out in a first-ro 
Manhattan . 
Sure, Eastern lost, and a loss always hurts no ma 
where you are playing . But going into the tourn 
Panthers knew that a No. 15 seed, which Eastern 
won one time in 27 games, so their chances of bea · 
Hoosiers were not good . They would have to play 
game and it was just not to be . 
Still , the Panthers went into the contest with the 
they could win . They knew that it would take a · 
David vs . Goliath performance to knock off the · 
Hoosiers. The result: A lopsided loss . The defeat, 
little to dampen what the Eastern basketball team a 
The players turned an up-and-down season, w · 
around the .500 mark for most of the year, and dug 
their hearts to put out some extra determination and 
hard work resulted in Eastern reaching the goal that 
basketball team across the nation starts out the 
only 64 actually accomplish . They made it to the Big 
Just making the NCAA Tournament has put C 
the map. Journalists and fans all over the country 
more about the city , the home of Eastern's Pan 
phones were ringing off of the hook at the sports · 
office with people wanting to know where Chariest 
and how many students attend the institution, a 
things. 
So when the players and fans look over the g 
1V replays, or just remember bits and pieces from 
they shouldn't look at it and talk about how Indiana 
the matchup. 
Instead, the players should be proud that they the 
the institution in its first-ever appearance in the tou 
everyone involved - players, coaches, administrators 
should be proud that on March 19 ,  1992, they took 
of the biggest events in Eastern Illinois history - the 
- Ken Ryan is the sports editor. of The Daily Eastern ��� Du..oc..������������� ,_J�������������� 
oung guns 
derclassmen see valuable 
urt time in 1 st round game 
E, Idaho - There weren't 
any good things about 
's performance in its 94-
to Indiana in the first 
of the NCAA Tourn­
' but the Panthers were 
take a look at their future. 
� the young players' per­
are any indication of 
to come, Eastern's first­
pearance in the tourna­
\\OO't be their last. 
coach Rick Samuels had 
· Leib, the team's starting 
r as a sophomore , re­
on the court and saw the 
court time (28 minutes) of 
er. 
young team showed no 
intimidation by the highly 
Hoosiers and allowed 
to increase its lead by 
points while they were 
game. 
are all. the guys who 
ing to need to play in 
seasons for us," Samuels 
it's tough for them to 
when we're down 30 
{points) and try to plq.y 
I thought Landrus showed 
courage." 
inexperienced Panthers 
go in against Indiana's 
, either. Hoosier coach 
· t kept in three of his 
and the team's sixth 
-Eric Anderson, until the 
what he can do - that was the 
case (in Boise) , "  Samuels said 
of Landrus , a 6-2 guard from 
Charleston . Landrus also had 
one assist , a rebound and reg­
i s t e  r e d  two s t e a l s  on t h e  
night . 
" It was a good experience 
playing that type of club , "  
Landrus said . " I  don 't know if 
there was any way we could have 
stayed with them the way they 
played. Hopefully next time, we 
can take it a notch further and 
win a game in the tournament. "  
Leib , a 6-7 post man from 
Flora, hit three of his six shots 
from the field and finished with 
seven points and one rebound. 
Jordan , a 6-5 forward from 
Oak Park, played 20 minutes 
and scored five points. The Oak 
Park-River Forest High School 
product grabbed three rebounds 
and had an assist. 
Rodriguez, a 6-7 forward who 
comes from the same hometown 
and high school as Jordan , 
received 1 6  minutes of court 
time, scored a basket and pulled 
down two rebounds. 
In seven minutes, Collier - a 
6-1 guard from Danville - didn't 
score, but he took only one shot. 
He dished out an assist and had 
one rebound. 
Sophomore Kevin Robertson 
also saw some time on the floor. 
The forward from Joliet didn't 
SHANNON mOMAS/Staff photographer 
Eastern freshman Louis Jordan drives around Indiana senior Eric Anderson in the Hoosiers'  94-
55 win on March 1 9  at the BSU Pavi l ion in Boise, Idaho. Jordan was one of a handfu l of 
Pan thers who saw valuable cou rt time in the NCAA Tournament's first rou nd. 
take a shot in his two minutes of forward to my next two years," 
playing time. � , ' he 'said, :: "With all the freshmen 
" Pµr younger players pre on the team, that's something 
more talented than our seniors we've rgot to strive for next year 
were , "  Samuels said . " Our because we got a taste of it a little 
seniors had great experience , bit. 
obviously. But our younger kids "We know what to look for­
are a more talented group in ward to now. We just have to 
terms of athletic ability and bas- play like we can play, and I think 
ketball skills - Jordan and we have a good chance to get 
Rodriguez ,  Curtis (Leib) and back there next year." 
Derrick Landrus. Even the seniors, who looked 
"Some of our young players at the appearance as a stepping 
faced something that can really stone, think Eastern's program :tft}::' ��:'�Fry: :i� �� =����r!i�����":h�/�� ·_1.•.-•1 ..Tournament. "  mouth were to the younger guys, 
Leib seems to th ink the and I told them that we made the 1 1  Panthers will be there again - first step, and they can take it 
soon. . one step further, " said point 
" It's something to really look guard Kavien Martin. 
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• From page 4B 
from them. We watch them on 
TV on a regular bas i s .  We 
knew basically what to expect . "  
And Knight, as  usual, had a 
run-in with one of the officials 
during the game . With less 
than five minutes remaining in 
the second half and his team 
leading by more than 3 0  
points, an official called one of 
· Knight's players for charging. 
Knight didn't  like the call , 
grabbed the ball and stood on 
the court, arguing with the ref­
eree . After exchanging some 
comments, · Knight finally gave 
the official the ball back and -
after a few more words - sat 
down. _ 
Knight faced the national 
media after the game, and as 
he tends to do more often than 
not, answered questions in his 
own sarcastic way. 
Bob Knight on Indiana 
shooting 62 percent from 
the field: 
"Our shooting obviously was 
the best it ' s  been in a long 
time, and there's a reason for 
it . I brought in a friend of mine 
to talk to our team who has 
had a fairly long connection 
with the CIA. He's an expert in 
Chinese torture. 
" To get over the mental 
problems we - h ad with our 
shooting, we have not allowed 
our players to eat since the 
Purdue game on Sunday 
(March 15, four days before 
the Indiana-Eastern game), and 
we 've only allowed them to 
sleep two hours a night. Other 
than that , this guy has used · 
water torture that the Chinese ' 
perfected. I really can't go into 
great detail with it, because he 
still has the connection with 
the CIA . They don ' t  even 
know that he came to 
Bloomington (Ind . ) .  He came 
undercover. He was very good 
at it. "  
The win over Eastern put 
Indiana in a March 21  match­
up against Louisiana State 
University, and a New Orleans 
television reporter tried to ask 
Knight about the next game 
but had little success. 
Reporter: Coach , maybe 
you could touch on looking 
ahead to LSU. 
Knight: I haven't seen LSU 
play one second of basketball 
this year. 
Reporter: Could you make 
reference to the last time the 
teams met in 1986? 
Knight: I'd have to look at 
our roster, but I don't think any 
of our players are still here , 
and I don't think any of theirs 
are . 
Reporter: What about you 
personally - what do you 
remember from 1986? 
Knight: How old are you? 
(Silence). Do you know? 
Reporter: Yes.  
Knight: Do you mind 
answering my question? 
Reporter: I 'm not here to 
answer your questions. 
Knight: Well , fine . That's 
OK. I was trying to carry on a 
little conversation. I just wanted 
to know how old you were . I 
don ' t  have to be here to 
answer yours, either. 
Reporter:  Is that your 
answer? 
Knight: Is that yours? 
Reporter: Yes. 
Knight: Well then , that 's  
mine . 
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tore-perfect host 
munity makes Boise ideal site 
klaho - Perhaps Louisiana State head 
Brown best summed up what was on 
of most visitors who traveled to Boise, 
West Regional of the 1991-92 bas­
nt. 
team's Joss to Indiana in the second 
faced national media in a traditional 
press conference, and had nothing but 
region's host city. 
to thank the people of Boise for a 
" Brown said. "If (the NCAA) sent us 
years in a row, I'd love it . "  
nt games took place at the Boise 
ity Pavilion, a 12 ,200-seat facility 
the center of the campus , which 
12, 700 students. 
that surrounds the campus is filled 
that range from a The Greenbelt 
riverfront pathway that runs along the 
to the Bogus Basin - a ski area that 
of the best night skiing in the coun-
guide lists dozens of stores at which 
· a marketplace and a mall, and 
taverns that feature live entertainment 
coach Rick Samuels said the peo­
- population 1 28,000 - made the 
tournament site a success. 
"I think they did a superb job,"  he said. "It's 
obviously a community that understands it ' s  
important for the entire community to put those 
kinds of things on. They have community support 
to do it right. They had cars for all the dignitaries . 
It was done right. "  
Samuels and the Panthers received a taste of 
the community's friendliness first hand. When the 
team arrived at Boise Municipal Airport, it was 
greeted by dozens of fans from the city who con­
gratulated the players, asked for autographs and 
wished them luck in the tournament. 
"The growth (of the city) is new - it's all in the 
last 20 years. The people there are less inhibited. 
When you have a scarcely populated area, people 
feel they can be more friendly. And I think the 
community enjoys having that kind of thing going 
on. They enjoy people coming in. They want to 
show off. "  
And Boise's hospitality has paid dividends. It 
has been highly regarded as one of the six cities 
of the 1990s by USA Today, one of America's 
safest cities by the Washington Post and one of 
the 10 best cities in which to raise children by 
Pa.renting Magazine. 
"That ' s  a school that we compete with , "  
Samuels said. "That's a school that's supposedly 
our level in football, our level in basketball, and 
there ' s  a big difference (between BSU and 
Eastern). "  
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Panthers reflect ,on tournament appearan 
By CHRIS BOGHOSSIAN 
Staff writer 
BOISE, Idaho - Picture play­
ing in front of more than 1 2,000 
fans in a stadium you've only 
seen once before . Add about a 
dozen CBS television cameras 
that are airing live to a nation­
wide audience. 
Put a team that is making its 
first NCAA Tournament appear­
ance in the school 's  Division I 
h is tory against a un iversity 
renowned for its basketball suc­
cess, not to mention its three 
national championships over the 
last 16 years. 
. That was the sett ing for 
Eastern's Panthers when they 
faced fifth-ranked Indiana in the 
Midwest Regional at the Boise. 
State University Pavi l ion on 
March 19 .  
Eastern entered its first-ever 
tournament as the region's No. 
15 seed , while the Big Ten 's  
Hoosiers - the second seed -
were making their 16th appear­
ance in 2 1  years under head 
coach Bob Knight. 
Added up , those factors 
played a big part in Eastern's 94-
55 loss to Indiana, most of all in 
the Panthers' slow start that set 
the tempo for the remainder of 
the game. . 
"I definitely wish the outcome 
would have been different, "  said 
senior guard Steve Rowe, who 
finished with 1 0  points . "But I 
thought that we came out and 
played 100 percent. We had jit­
ters in the first part of the game, 
and that was the key factor. 
"I  think it was the fact that we 
were in the national tournament. 
I think it finally set in and hit 
home with most of the guys , 
because it did with me. I guess it 
_ got contagious. I guess it was just 
the first time being there and · 
experiencing it. "  
What Eastern experienced in 
the game ' s  opening minutes 
wasn't fun. The Panthers missed 
their first seven shots from the 
floor and Indiana jumped out to 
a 1 0-0 lead early , and the 
SHANNON mo�/Staff photographer 
In d i a n a 's Ma t t  No ver gets a h a n d  o n  Steve Ro we's s h o t  
attempt during the teams' first ro u n d  matchup in the NCAA 
Tou rnament on March 1 9  at  the BSU Pavi lion in Boise, Idaho. 
Hoosiers rolled on to victory. them the automatic NCAA bid -
After an 8-0 Panther run cut the Panthers were the main 
Indiana ' s  lead to 30-2 2 ,  the attraction at Eastern and in 
Hoosiers exploded offensively Charleston . Between welcome: 
with a 24- 1 run that put the home and seedings parties, auto­
game out of reach. graph signing sessions and a 
But the jitters Rowe referred group of fans in Boise greeting 
to were a result of a week full of its plane at the airport, Eastern 
events that highlighted Eastern's lived in the limelight for 10 days. 
biggest basketball event in its "It was something else,"  said 
Division I history. sophomore center Curtis Leib , 
After winning the Mid- who scored seven points in 28 
Continent Conference Postsea- minutes on the floor. "We were 
son Tournament - which gave all riding qn cloud nine after win-
We started someth ing that they ca n onl 
bu i ld on. We were the first ones there, 
is someth ing that nobody thought we'd 
Panther forward Dav 
ning the (tournament champi­
onship} game. 
"All week, it was kind of hard 
to concentrate on school 
because we were thinking about 
it. We were the centers of atten­
tion, and it was a great feeling. "  
B u t  those g o o d  thoughts 
turned to nervous ones when the 
Panthers stepped on the court 
for the opening tipoff of the 
Indiana game. Why did Eastern, 
which had played against ranked 
teams such as Nebraska and 
Missouri in the regular season, 
open the game so intimidated? 
"I think there were a couple of 
reasons , "  said senior forward 
Dave Olson , who scored six 
points on a couple of 3-pointers 
in the game . "We got nervous 
because we had never been 
there before. Playing a team like 
Indiana ' s  another reason . 
Against us , they came out of 
their slump and they're playing 
well . "  
Senior point guard Kavien 
Martin, who had three points , 
four rebounds and an assist, said 
the attention the team received 
in Boise made him realize its 
accomplishment. 
"The first thing that struck me 
was fans that we dtdn't know 
were cheering for us (in· Boise}, 
asking for autographs and con­
gratulating us , "  Martin said . 
"They gave us just as big a 
reception as everybody else . 
Everywhere we went, kids want­
ed autographs. 
" Being there , practicing in 
front of about 2,000 fans - that 
was a big part of it, (and} being 
on CBS - seeing Bill 
ting in the first row 
people you see on lV. 
Even head co 
Samuels , whose 1 
team finished at 17-1 
atmosphere of the t 
had an effect on him. 
"My nervousness 
upon, 'Look at this . '  
around and seeing 
and the CBS cam 
those things , "  Sa 
"And I have trouble 
in perspective. 
"I was neivous 
by the atmosphere. 
realize you're there 
put that aside. But 
learn. "  
Barry Johnson, 
with a team-high 1 1  
three rebounds, 
team's appearance 
beginning of new 
basketball. 
"For the five se 
never accomplished 
like this ,"  Johnson 
great. We've gotten 
no Eastern team 
plished this."  
For the entire 
the experience is 
for_get. 
"It was a dreai'h 
Olson said . "That' 
I've always wanted 
cially just to go (tct 
ment}. 
"We started so 
they can only buik:I 
the first ones th 
something that 
we'd do. "  
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arch 19, . 1992:  A day 
r Eastern's Panthers 
Sophomore center Curtis Leib (above) shows 
h is in tensity while stretching before Eastern 's 
� tipoff against Indiana in first round action of 
.·. the tournamen t 's West Regional .  
's Fast Break Band made the trip te ·Boise and entertained the more than 1 2, 000 fans at  the Boise State 
· Pavilion . 
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rn enjoys two weeks of March Madness 
m page 3B 
nd half, it was Leib 
up, netting 1 1  of 
igh 1 7 points after 
e hit all seven of his 
the field, and Eastern 
UIC runs for an 
our kids sensed that 
great opportunity 
them," Samuels said. 
to take advantage 
that was the key -
ted to be the team. 
Curtis Leib was a 
got big baskets at 
we needed to stop 
nthers returned to 
on March 1 1  and 
with a police escort 
city and a welcome 
ration . About 500 
d in Lantz Gym as 
Charleston Mayor 
, President Stan 
a handful of others 
the team and the 
its first-ever NCAA 
· k that particularly 
of seniors - certainly 
most instrumental 
the tournament -
we did have a real 
win it, "  Samuels said 
's Mid-Continent tour­
f ormance :.. "r_be� 
'1 4 
SHANNON mOMAS/Staff photographer 
Eastern sophomore Cu rtis Leib (left) and sen ior Steve Rowe 
watch from the bench late in the Pan thers ' loss to Indiana. 
were experienced in that they Greensboro, N.C.  in the East. 
had been in the semifinals in the Samuels '  hopes of playing 
tournament a couple of times, close to Charleston were washed 
and they knew what it would take away when the NCAA Selection 
to win the tournament. "  Committee announced that the 
Now,  thoug h ,  the team - Panthers would have to travel 
Samuels and his staff included - 1 , 700 miles to Boise - the far­
was entering territory in which it thest of all sites - for a first-round 
had never been. game against Indiana. 
The Panthers had to wait until The announcement came on 
Sunday, March 15 (four days) , to national television , and Eastern 
learn who they would face in the supporters, coaches, players and 
first round, and where they would administrators gathered in the 
have to travel for their matchup. Grand Ballroom of the Martin 
Eight regional sites were possible : Luther King Jr. University Union 
Milwaukee and Dayton, Ohio in for a seedings/pairings party. 
the Midwest ; Cincinnati and Eastern was named a No. 15 
Atlanta in the Southeast; Tempe, seed and would have to face fifth­
Ariz . ,  and Boise , Idaho, in the ranked Indiana, a No. 2 seed, on 
West, @<!. Worc�er,- Mass,., and-·UuJrsday,. Maren --19 , -in  the first 
round of the Midwest Regional . 
" It 's a special feeling for the 
whole program, "  Samuels said . 
"We felt like we had done some­
thing of importance by being the 
first team going to the NCAA 
Tournament. "  
After practicing Monday, the 
team took a bus to St . Louis 
Tuesday morning and then 
hopped on a plane that took it to 
Boise after a stop in Salt Lake 
City, Utah . The Panthers were 
greeted at Boise Munic ipal 
Airport by a group of fans and 
autograph seekers, and the atten­
tion didn't stop there. 
At Wednesday ' s  practice , 
about 4,000 fans watched from 
the stands in the Boise State 
University Pavilion as Eastern 
practiced for the big game. That 
was followed by a 3 0-minute 
press conference in which the 
team had to face more than 100 
members of the media from 
around the nation. 
"I don't think it was the atmo­
sphere at our school that effected 
us as much as the atmosphere in 
Boise , "  Samuels said . " I  didn't 
realize that our kids would be as 
much of a celebrity as they were 
in Boise. The site may have had 
something to do with that . "  
Less than 30 hours later, the 
Panthers would start a new chap­
ter in Eastern basketball . 
The Eastern-Indiana match-up 
was the second of the night, as 
Louisiana State and Brigham 
Young matched up in the opener. 
Eastern's game was set for 9:30 
p .m .  CST. CBS would televise 
the game live . 
The Dream came true. 
* * * 
E.astern started out nervously, 
SM E E  RS 
missing its first seven shots, and 
the experienced Hoosiers capital­
ized by taking a quick 10-0 lead. 
They extended their lead to 30-
14, but then Eastern relaxed and 
slowly cut the lead to 30-22 on 
two free throws from Rowe. 
On Indiana's next possession, 
the Panthers had apparently 
stopped their opponents when 
Greg Graham's missed jumper 
went out of bounds. The referee 
closest to the ball ruled it in 
Eastern's favor, but the official at 
halfcourt ran in, and after some 
conversation, reversed the call in 
Indiana's favor. 
Indiana again took advantage, 
this time distributing its knock-out 
punch with a 24-1 run over the 
next five minutes . The Hoosiers 
led by 29 at the half and went on 
to post a 94-55 victory. 
Johnson led the Panthers with 
1 1  points and Rowe, who was 
Chevrolet's Player of the Game 
for Eastern, added 10 in the loss 
that closed Eastern's 1 9 9 1-92 
season at 1 7 - 1 4 .  Samuels , 
though, looked at the positives of 
the tournament bid. 
"It's not only good for our pro­
gram ; it 's good for our entire 
school, "  he said. "We felt like it 
was something special . I think 
that's part of it . I think we need 
to enjoy those things (the wel­
come home celebration , the 
seedings party , the autograph 
signings) . I think that was good 
for our kids because we needed 
to feel the sense that it was a spe­
cial accomplishment. 
" In terms of our basketball 
program , I think it gives us a 
hunger. From a coaching stand­
point, I want to do it again - I 
want to get there again."  
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